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Preface 

 

 

 

    The studies presented in this dissertation were carried out under the guidance of Professor 

Tetsuro Majima, Molecular Chemistry Course, Department of Applied Chemistry, Graduate 

School of Engineering, Osaka University during April 2014 to March 2017. 

    The object of this dissertation is the studies on the ground- and excited-state properties of 

radical anions and cations using nanosecond pulse radiolysis and femtosecond laser flash 

photolysis. The aim of this research is to systematically investigate the novel characteristics and 

detailed mechanisms of the intermolecular charge recombination and intramolecular electron (or 

hole) transfer processes initiated by the ground- and excited-state radical ions. The author hopes 

that the results and conclusions presented in this dissertation contribute to the further 

understanding for the unique charge transfer behaviors of both n-type and p-type organic 

semiconductors in various molecular devices. 
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General Introduction 

 

    Radical ions generated by the single electron transfer (ET) mechanisms are considered as the 

important ionic intermediates in photochemistry, electrochemistry, biochemistry, and radiation 

chemistry, etc.
1
 In particular, photo-induced ET, electrochemical ET, chemical redox reaction, 

and radiolysis processes accompanied with the one-electron reduction and oxidation lead to the 

formation of radical anion and cation, respectively (Scheme 1a). The typical molecular orbital 

patterns described for a neutral molecule and its corresponding radical ions are shown in Scheme 

1b. The ET step takes place from an electron donor to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) of a neutral molecule or from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of a 

neutral molecule to an electron acceptor gives the product as radical anion or cation, respectively. 

Thus, the HOMO (also called singly occupied molecular orbital, SOMO) and HOMO−1 of a 

radical anion, or the LUMO and SOMO of a radical cation correspond to the LUMO and HOMO 

of its neutral state, respectively. 

 

 

Scheme 1. (a) Generation of radical anion (M
−
) and cation (M

+
) from a neutral molecule (M). 

(b) Molecular orbital patterns for M, M
−
, and M

+
. 

 

One of the famous phenomena originated from the unique behaviors of ground-state radical 

ions is well known as electrochemiluminescence, or electrogenerated chemiluminescence 
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(ECL).
2,3
 A general mechanism of ECL is outlined in Scheme 2. Typically, ECL occurs when an 

alternate potential is applied to an electrode (e.g., Pt, Au, or glassy carbon), resulting in the 

radical anion upon cathodic reduction and the radical cation upon anodic oxidation. The 

electrogenerated radical anion and cation can then react with each other and undergo an 

annihilation process to obtain the excited state that is capable of emitting light. Various highly 

efficient ECL molecules have been explored due to their potential application in organic light-

emitting diodes (OLEDs), which is one of the most innovative technologies for high-resolution 

flat panel displays.
4,5

 However, the detailed mechanisms relating to the efficient and stable 

luminescence especially for the newly-designed OLED materials are still not clear due to lack of 

proper analytical methods. 

 

 

Scheme 2. A general mechanism of ECL (M* represents the excited state of a neutral molecule). 

 

On the other hand, excitation of radical anion and cation by photoirradiation generates excited 

radical anion and cation, respectively (Scheme 3a).
6,7

 Typically, a HOMO−1 → HOMO 

transition can be expected in the molecular orbitals of a radical ion upon excitation, as shown in 

Scheme 3b. Radical ions in the excited states are highly reactive intermediates because of their 

redox reactivity.8,9 This viewpoint can be elucidated on the basis of the schematic diagram shown 

in Scheme 4. Ground-state radical anion or cation produced by one-electron reduction or 

oxidation is generally treated as an electron or hole acceptor. However, excited radial anion or 

cation, which has a more negative or positive redox potential, is applicable to be a powerful 

electron or hole donor. Thus, excitation of radical ions should be an attractive process because of 

its leading to a variety of reactions that are unrealizable from the corresponding ground-states. 

Furthermore, when considering the roles of charge carriers upon irradiation in n-type or p-type 

organic semiconductors, the information on excited radical anions and cations is of great 

importance. In spite of this, the studies on the detailed characteristics (e.g., driving force and 
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distance dependences, etc) of the ET or hole transfer (HT) processes from excited radical ions 

are still very limited. 

 

 

Scheme 3. (a) Generation of excited radical anion (M
−
*) and cation (M

+
*) from M

−
 and M

+
, 

respectively. (b) Molecular orbital patterns for M
−
* and M

+
*. 

 

 

Scheme 4. Schematic diagram for ET and HT from excited radical ions (D and A represent donor 

and acceptor, respectively; kd, kET, kBET, kHT, and kBHT represent rate constants of deactivation, 

ET, back ET, HT, and back HT processes, respectively). 

 

Thus, in this dissertation, the author aimed to investigate the unique properties of ground- and 

excited-state radical anions and cations using time-resolved spectroscopies. The contents of this 

dissertation include two main aspects: (1) study on the intermolecular charge recombination 

between the ground-state radical anion and cation using nanosecond pulse radiolysis (Chapter 1), 
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and (2) study on the intramolecular ET or HT initiated by the excited-state radical anion or cation 

using femtosecond laser flash photolysis (Chapters 2 and 3). Introduction for each chapter is 

shown as follows: 

In Chapter 1, bis(diarylamino)dihydro-indenoindene derivatives (R-DI), a new series of 

candidate molecules for OLED application, were investigated by nanosecond pulse radiolysis to 

clarify their emission mechanism relating to the charge recombination of ground-state radical 

cations and anions (R-DI
+

 and R-DI
−

). 

In Chapter 2-1, the intramolecular ET processes from excited perylenediimide radical anion 

(PDI
−

*) were examined for the first time by applying femtosecond laser flash photolysis to the 

reduced dyads of PDI and acceptors. In Chapter 2-2, the intramolecular ET processes in the 

excited aromatic diimide bis(radical anion)s (ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

) were investigated by applying 

femtosecond laser flash photolysis to bis(radical anion)s of naphthalenediimide (NDI) and PDI. 

In Chapter 3, a new series of mesitylene-linked oligothiophenes (nT, n is the number of 

thiophene units), including 2T-M, 3T-M, 4T-M, 4T-M-2T, and 4T-M-3T, was prepared as the 

target molecules. By applying femtosecond laser flash photolysis to the charged nT assemblies, 

the intramolecular HT from excited radical cation (4T
+

*) was investigated for the first time. 
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Chapter 1. Emission from Charge Recombination during the Pulse 

Radiolysis of Bis(diarylamino)dihydro-indenoindene Derivatives 

 

Abstract 

 

As a new series of compounds designed for organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), dihydro-

indenoindenes (DI) substituted by bis(diarylamino) groups (R-DI) including bis(diphenylamino) 

DI, bis(ditolylamino)DI, and bis(carbazolyl)DI were studied during the nanosecond pulse 

radiolysis in solvents to measure the transient absorptions of the corresponding radical cations 

(R-DI
+

), radical anions (R-DI
−

), and R-DI in the triplet excited states (
3
R-DI*). The observed 

spectra and theoretical calculations suggested that the positive charge is mainly localized on the 

triphenylamine moiety of R-DI
+

, whereas the negative charge is localized on the trans-stilbene 

moiety of R-DI
−

. All R-DI showed emission during the pulse radiolysis in benzene. It was found 

that the fluorescence quantum yields and the difference between annihilation enthalpy changes 

and singlet excited state energies are responsible for the relative emission intensity obtained 

during the pulse radiolysis. Moreover, based on the observed spectra and thermodynamic 

calculations, the emission was suggested to be originated from R-DI in the singlet excited states 

(
1
R-DI*), which were directly generated from the charge recombination between the ground-

state R-DI
+

 and R-DI
−

. 
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Introduction 

 

One-electron oxidation and reduction of organic compounds often occur to give the ground-

state radical cations and anions, respectively. Investigation of these radical ions is very important 

in the fundamental research of chemistry, physics, biology, and material science regarding their 

application. One of them is the well-known electrochemiluminescence or electrogenerated 

chemiluminescence in which the charge recombination between radical cations and anions 

generated in the electrolysis of organic compounds occurs to give emission from the excited 

states.
1-3

 The similar mechanism is also found in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), which 

are considered to have potential application in the next generation flat panel displays because of 

their broad operating temperature, simple preparation process, low power consumption, thin 

thickness, light weight, and high color tunability.
4-7

 

Typically, OLEDs are composed of electrodes, charge transporting layers, and high emissive 

R-Y-G-B (red, yellow, green, blue) layers made by organic compounds. Since molecular 

architecture plays an essential role in OLED materials, many novel organic molecules exhibiting 

various colors have been designed and synthesized as emitting materials.
8-11

 Among them, 

bis(diarylamino)stilbenes are well known as blue fluorescent materials.
12-14

 However, their 

photo-induced trans to cis isomerization and interchromophoric contact make the limit of further 

application to OLEDs, because such properties significantly reduce the emission efficiency.
15,16

 

In previous works, several ortho-linked cis-4,4′-bis(diarylamino)stilbenes have been studied.
17
 

These compounds have a rigid spiral framework, which hinders the intermolecular chromophoric 

π-π stacking and excimer formation, increasing the thermal stability as evident from the higher 

glassy transition temperature.
18
  

Recently, as another potential candidate for OLEDs, bis(diarylamino)dihydro-indenoindene 

derivatives (R-DI) with two diarylamino substituents at the 2- and 7- positions of 5,5,10,10-

tetraphenyl-5,10-dihydro-[2,1,a]-indenoindene (DI) caught researchers’ attention because they 

have a constrained trans-stilbene moiety as their core structure.
19-21

 R-DI have the highest 

occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energies close to the work function of indium tin oxide 

(ITO), leading to the efficient hole injection and higher hole density. Thus, they have been 

considered as hole-transporting materials to enhance the electroluminescent brightness and 

working efficiency of relevant OLEDs.
22
 However, the emission mechanism of R-DI is still not 
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clear due to lack of proper analytical investigation. 

It has been established that radical cations of aromatic compounds are selectively produced 

during the pulse radiolysis in 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE), while radical anions are generated 

during the pulse radiolysis in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). Moreover, almost 

coinstantaneous formation of radical cations and anions originated from solute molecules was 

confirmed during the pulse radiolysis in benzene (Bz).
23,24

 Here, DI derivatives substituted by 

three kinds of diarylamino groups including bis(diphenylamino)DI (P-DI), bis(ditolylamino)DI 

(T-DI), and bis(carbazolyl)DI (C-DI) were chosen for the systematic study using nanosecond 

pulse radiolysis to clarify the emission mechanism of these new OLED materials (Scheme 1-1). 

 

 

Scheme 1-1. Chemical structures of DI, P-DI, T-DI, and C-DI. 

 

Experimental Section  

 

Materials. DI and R-DI were prepared as described in the previous paper.
19

 In the present 

study, DCE, DMF, and Bz were used as solvents for spectroscopic measurements.  

 

Steady-State Spectral Measurements. UV-vis spectra and fluorescence spectra of DI and R-

DI were measured in Bz with a Shimadzu UV-3600 UV-vis-NIR spectrometer and Horiba 

FluoroMax-4 spectrofluorometer, respectively. 

 

Fluorescence Decay Profiles. The fluorescence decay profiles of DI and R-DI were measured 
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by the single photon counting method using a streak camera.
25

 The ultrashort laser pulse was 

generated by a Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics, Tsunami 3941-M1BB). For excitation of the 

samples, the output of the Ti:sapphire laser was converted to the second harmonic oscillation 

(360 nm) using a type 1 BBO crystal. 

 

Pulse Radiolysis Measurements. Pulse radiolysis experiments were carried out by using an 

electron pulse (28 MeV, 8 ns fwhm, 0.3 kGy per pulse) from a linear accelerator at Osaka 

University. The probe light from a 450 W Xe-lamp (Ushio, UXL-451-0) was detected with a 

multichannel spectrometer (UNISOKU, TSP-1000) or a photomultiplier (Hamamatsu Photonics, 

R2949) connected to a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS580D). 

 

Theoretical Calculations. Optimized structures of the radical ions of molecules in the present 

study were estimated by using density functional theory (DFT) at the (U)B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. 

All theoretical calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 package.
26

 It was confirmed 

that the estimated structures did not exhibit imaginary frequency. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Steady-State Spectral Measurements of DI and R-DI  

 

Figure 1-1 shows the UV-vis absorption and fluorescence spectra of DI and R-DI in Ar-

saturated Bz. In general, the observed absorption maxima (λ
Abs.

max) of the neutral DI and R-DI 

are in the range of 336-410 nm, while the fluorescence maxima (λ
Fl.

max) with nanosecond 

lifetimes are in the range of 385-455 nm (Table 1-1). It is notable that both the absorption and 

fluorescence peaks of R-DI were found to shift to the longer wavelengths in the order of C-DI, P-

DI, and T-DI, which is consistent with increasing electron-donating character of diarylamino 

substituents at the 2- and 7- positions of the DI moiety.
19
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Figure 1-1. Normalized absorption (black line) and fluorescence (red line) spectra of DI and R-

DI in Ar-saturated Bz. 

 

Table 1-1. Absorption Maxima (λ
Abs.

max), Fluorescence Maxima (λ
Fl.

max), and Fluorescence 

Lifetimes (τFl.) of DI and R-DI in Ar-Saturated Bz. 

 λ
Abs.

max (nm) λ
Fl.

max (nm) τFl. (ns) 

DI 336 385 1.9 

P-DI 

T-DI 

404 

410 

447 

455 

2.4 

2.2 

C-DI 372 435 1.9 

 

Transient Absorption Spectra Observed during the Pulse Radiolysis of DI and R-DI 

 

Figure 1-2 shows the transient absorption spectra observed during the pulse radiolysis of DI 

and R-DI in Ar-saturated DCE. Transient absorption of T-DI was not obtained because of the 

poor solubility. The peaks observed in the range of 473-640 nm with microsecond half-lifetimes 

(τ1/2 = 10.9-30.6 µs) are assigned to the radical cations (DI
+, P-DI

+, and C-DI
+) (Table 1-2). It 
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is worth noting that for DI
+, the absorption peak was observed at 473 nm, while P-DI

+ and C-

DI
+ showed a broader absorption band in the range of 450-750 nm and 400-700 nm, 

respectively. Since DI has a constrained trans-stilbene in its core, it is expected that DI
+ has an 

absorption peak at around 470 nm similar to that of trans-stilbene radical cation,
27
 which was 

clearly observed in the present study. On the other hand, the spectrum of P-DI
+ is close to that of 

triphenylamine radical cation (TPA
+), which has a broad band with a maximum at around 650 

nm.
28
 Moreover, the absorption peaks of P-DI

+ and C-DI
+ shifted to the longer wavelengths 

than those of trans-stilbene radical cation and DI
+ with increasing electron-donating character of 

diarylamino substituents. Such shift and similar broad bands of P-DI
+ and C-DI

+ suggested that 

the positive charge is mainly localized on the TPA moiety of R-DI
+. 

 

 

Figure 1-2. Transient absorption spectra observed at t = 100 ns, 1, 10, and 100 μs after an 

electron pulse during the pulse radiolysis of DI and R-DI (1 mM) in Ar-saturated DCE. No 

spectra for T-DI because of the poor solubility. 

 

Table 1-2. Transient Absorption Maxima (λ
TA

max) and Half-Lifetimes (τ1/2) Observed during the 

Pulse Radiolysis of DI and R-DI in Ar-Saturated DCE, DMF, and Bz. 
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in DCE                                 in DMF  in Bz 

 λ
TA

max (nm) τ1/2 (μs)  λ
TA

max (nm) τ1/2 (μs)  λ
TA

max (nm) τ1/2 (μs) 

DI 473 10.9  503 6.8  480 4.6 

P-DI 

T-DI 

640 

-
a
 

30.6 

-
a
  

545 

-
a
 

5.5 

-
a
  

580 

600 

3.1 

4.3 

C-DI 590 13.4  533 12.2  550 10.3 

a
Not obtained. 

 

Figure 1-3 shows the transient absorption spectra observed during the pulse radiolysis of DI 

and R-DI in Ar-saturated DMF. Here too, T-DI did not give the transient absorption because of 

the poor solubility. The peaks observed in the range of 503-545 nm with microsecond half-

lifetimes (τ1/2 = 5.5-12.2 µs) are assigned to the radical anions (DI


, P-DI

and C-DI


) (Table 

1-2). The transient absorption spectrum with a peak at around 500 nm has been assigned to 

trans-stilbene radical anion,
29

 which is consistent with that of DI


 obtained here. In the case of 

radical anion, the changes of peak shape and shift due to the diarylamino substituents were rather 

small. The absorption peaks of P-DI


 and C-DI


 shifted to the longer wavelengths by nearly 30-

45 nm with increasing electron-donating character of diarylamino groups, indicating that the 

negative charge is mainly localized on the trans-stilbene moiety of R-DI


. 
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Figure 1-3. Transient absorption spectra observed at t = 100 ns, 1, 10, and 100 μs after an 

electron pulse during the pulse radiolysis of DI and R-DI (1 mM) in Ar-saturated DMF. No 

spectra for T-DI because of the poor solubility. 

 

Figure 1-4 shows the transient absorption spectra observed during the pulse radiolysis of DI 

and R-DI in Ar-saturated Bz. The absorption peaks in the range of 480-600 nm observed 

immediately after an electron pulse with microsecond half-lifetimes (τ1/2 = 3.1-10.3 µs) are 

assigned to DI and R-DI in the triplet excited states (
3
DI* and 

3
R-DI*) generated from the charge 

recombination between the corresponding radical cations and radical anions (Table 1-2). The 

peak position of the triplet-triplet absorption spectrum of trans-stilbene during the pulse 

radiolysis was reported to be 480 nm,
30

 which is similar to that of 
3
DI*


obtained here. 

Additionally, the absorption peaks of 
3
R-DI* shifted to the longer wavelengths in the order of 

3
C-DI*, 

3
P-DI*, and 

3
T-DI*, which is in agreement with increasing electron-donating character 

of diarylamino substituents. 
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Figure 1-4. Transient absorption spectra observed at t = 100 ns, 1, 10, and 100 μs after an 

electron pulse during the pulse radiolysis of DI and R-DI (1 mM) in Ar-saturated Bz. 

 

Moreover, in order to obtain the further understanding for the observed transient spectra, the 

DFT calculations were carried out to estimate the spin density distribution in the radical cations 

and anions of DI and R-DI. Generally, the spin density distribution reflects the difference 

between the total α-spin (spin up) and β-spin (spin down) distributions and often leads to positive 

accumulating in regions where the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) α-spin electron 

has the major contribution.
31
 Therefore, the spatial distribution of the unpaired electron in the 

open-shell radical ions can be numerically estimated. The results of the calculations are shown in 

Figure 1-5, in which the major contributions are marked in red. It was found that DI


and DI


  

have the spin density distribution mainly on their trans-stilbene skeleton of DI (Figure 1-5a). On 

the other hand, P-DI


 has the spin density distribution mainly on the nitrogen atoms of 

diarylamino substituents, whereas P-DI


 has the spin density distribution on its trans-stilbene 

moiety (Figure 1-5b). The spin density distribution patterns in the radical ions of T-DI and C-DI 

(Figures 1-5c,d) are similar to that of P-DI. The results of the theoretical calculations obtained 

here are in agreement with the observed transient absorption spectra during the pulse radiolysis 

measurements, supporting the suggestion about the charge localization in the radical ions of DI 

and R-DI. 
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Figure 1-5. Spin density distribution in the radical cations (left) and anions (right) of (a) DI, (b) 

P-DI, (c) T-DI, and (d) C-DI calculated at the (U)B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. (The major 

contributions are marked in red.) 
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Emission Spectra Observed during the Pulse Radiolysis of R-DI in Bz 

 

The time-resolved emission spectra of R-DI were taken after an electron pulse during the pulse 

radiolysis in Ar-saturated Bz (Figure 1-6). Notably, all these compounds showed emission peaks 

in the range of 435-457 nm with nanosecond lifetimes (τEm. = 11.6-20.6 ns) (Table 1-3). By 

employing C-DI as a standard (100), the relative emission intensity of P-DI and T-DI is 37 and 

11, respectively.  

It is worth mentioning that the relative emission intensity observed here is similar to the trend 

of the fluorescence quantum yields (Fl.) reported in the previous literature,
19

 suggesting that Fl. 

is one of the important factors determining the emission intensity of R-DI during the pulse 

radiolysis in Bz. On the other hand, the operational brightness (B) of R-DI observed in OLED 

devices does not consist with the current results.
19

 It is due to the positive charge (hole) is more 

likely to be trapped by a higher hole injection barrier (HOMO) in solid OLED devices rather 

than in solutions, which decreases the charge recombination process. 

 

 

Figure 1-6. Emission spectra observed at t = 0, 10, 15, and 20 ns after an electron pulse during 

the pulse radiolysis of R-DI (1 mM) in Ar-saturated Bz. 

 

Table 1-3. Emission Maxima (λ
Em.

max), Emission Lifetimes (τEm.), and Relative Emission 

Intensity (Em.int.
rel.

) of R-DI Observed during the Pulse Radiolysis in Ar-Saturated Bz, Together 
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with Their Fluorescence Quantum Yields (Fl.), HOMO Energy Levels, and Operational 

Brightness (B) as OLED Materials. 

 λ
Em.

max (nm) τEm. (ns) Em.int.
rel.

 (%) Fl.
19

 HOMO (eV) B
19

 (cd m
-2

) 

P-DI 

T-DI 

456 

457 

20.6 

14.2 

37 

11 

0.49 

0.47 

5.01 

4.79 

551 

563 

C-DI 435 11.6 100 0.80 5.49 347 

 

Annihilation Enthalpy Evaluation and Emission Mechanism 

 

The change of annihilation enthalpy (−ΔH°) for the charge recombination between a given 

radical cation and anion provides an important insight to understand the nature of excited-state 

compounds responsible for the observed emission. Here −ΔH° can be calculated according to the 

following equation (eq 1-1): 

−ΔH° = Δ  s   Δ sol
 s − wa,u + TΔS°       (1-1) 

where ΔE represents the difference between the oxidation and reduction potentials of solute 

molecule.  s, Δ sol, and wa,u represent the static dielectric constant of solvent, the free energy 

change of solvation, and the work required to bring the radical cation and anion within a possible 

separation distance, respectively. In Bz, the expression for −ΔH° can be simplified as eq 1-2: 

−ΔH° = Eox − Ered + 0.13 eV        (1-2) 

where Eox and Ered are the oxidation and reduction potentials, respectively. The −ΔH° values for 

R-DI in Bz are shown in Table 1-4 with their singlet excited state energies ( S1
) calculated from 

the emission maxima obtained during the pulse radiolysis. 

 

Table 1-4. Annihilation Enthalpy Changes (−ΔH°) and Singlet Excited State Energies ( S1
) for 

R-DI. 
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 −ΔH° (eV)  S1
 (eV) −ΔH° −  S1

  (eV) 

P-DI 2.88 2.72 0.16 

T-DI 2.83 2.71 0.12 

C-DI 3.12 2.85 0.27 

 

It is a remarkable fact that −ΔH° for all R-DI is larger than  S1
, suggesting that the energy 

available from the charge recombination process is sufficient to generate R-DI in the excited 

singlet states (
1
R-DI*). Therefore, the short-lived emission species observed during the pulse 

radiolysis of R-DI in Bz can be assigned to 
1
R-DI*. In addition, the energy difference between 

−ΔH° and  S1
 (from 0.27 eV to 0.12 eV) is in the order of C-DI > P-DI > T-DI, which agrees 

with the relative emission intensity during the pulse radiolysis, indicating that the difference 

between −ΔH° and  S1
 also can be considered as another important factor determining the 

emission intensity. 

During the pulse radiolysis of R-DI in DCE or DMF there was no or little observed emission, 

which implies that R-DI
+

 or R-DI


 do not emit themselves. That is, both R-DI
+ 

and R-DI
 

must be formed simultaneously to realize the emission. No transient absorption spectra of R-DI
+

 

or R-DI


 were detected in Bz after an electron pulse, suggesting that R-DI
+

 and R-DI


 tend to
 

recombine immediately and give 
1
R-DI* or 

3
R-DI*. Thus, the pulse radiolysis-induced emission 

mechanism of R-DI in Ar-saturated Bz can be summarized in Scheme 1-2. In the initial step, the 

radiolysis of solvent causes the generation of its radical cation (Bz
+

) and e

. After that, R-DI

+
 

and R-DI


 are produced by reacting of solute molecules with the generated Bz
+ 

and e

, 

respectively. Then, the charge recombination between R-DI
+

 and R-DI


 occurs to give 
1
R-DI* 

or 
3
R-DI*. In which, 

1
R-DI* relax to the ground states with release of emission (S-route). 

Moreover, since the energy for the charge recombination is sufficient to directly give 
1
R-DI* and 

no any delayed emission was detected during the pulse radiolysis, the possibility of emission 

caused by triplet-triplet annihilation (T-route) can be ruled out in this mechanism. 
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Scheme 1-2. Emission mechanism during the pulse radiolysis of R-DI in Bz. 

 

Moreover, in order to give a detailed elaboration for the charge recombination process 

proposed above, it is also important to know how the positive and negative charges sustain in the 

radical ions. Based on the observed transient spectra and theoretical calculations of the spin 

density distribution in R-DI
+

 and R-DI


, the positive charge was suggested to be localized on 

the corresponding TPA moiety (electron acceptor), while the negative charge is localized on the 

trans-stilbene moiety (electron donor). Therefore, the charge recombination between ground-

state R-DI
+ 

and R-DI


through the intermolecular electron transfer (Scheme 1-3) was suggested 

to occur during the pulse radiolysis in Bz. 

 

 

Scheme 1-3. Charge recombination mechanism proposed for R-DI through the intermolecular 

electron transfer from the radical anion moieties to the radical cation moieties. 

 

As the OLED materials, R-DI discussed here have higher emission efficiency when compared 
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with the bare stilbene and indenoindene derivatives. The latter showed low fluorescence quantum 

yields of less than 20%.
32,33

 According to the discussion above, several reasons can be 

considered. Firstly, R-DI have the diarylamino groups and trans-stilbene moiety to localize the 

corresponding radical cations and anions, respectively, which is desirable for the intermolecular 

electron transfer, leading to the efficient charge recombination.
34
 Secondly, with the addition of 

the perpendicular butterfly-shaped phenyl groups, R-DI have a more bulky structure, leading to 

the higher thermal stability and emission efficiency.
35
 Thirdly, the τ1/2 of each R-DI

+ is longer 

than that of the corresponding R-DI

, which implies all R-DI

+ have a slower neutralization 

process. This phenomenon is beneficial for the hole transport in OLED materials. Furthermore, 

when compared to the other emissive organic compounds studied by the pulse radiolysis,
23,36-38

 

the molecular design, especially the non-planar frameworks of R-DI, extremely reduces the 

possibility of the π-π interaction and excimer formation, resulting in the non-delayed emission. 

 

Conclusions 

 

    Three R-DI were investigated by the nanosecond pulse radiolysis to observe the absorption 

spectra of their corresponding R-DI
+

, R-DI


, and 
3
R-DI*. The current results clearly showed 

that the absorption peaks of R-DI
+

, R-DI


, and 
3
R-DI* were red-shifted with increasing 

electron-donating character of diarylamino groups. Based on the observed spectra and theoretical 

calculations, it was suggested that the positive charge is mainly localized on the TPA moiety of 

R-DI
+

, whereas the negative charge is localized on the trans-stilbene moiety of R-DI


. All R-DI 

showed emission with nanosecond lifetimes during the pulse radiolysis in Bz. It is worth 

mentioning that the Fl. and (−ΔH° −  S1
) of R-DI were found to be the important factors 

determining the relative emission intensity. In addition, the non-delayed emission observed 

during the pulse radiolysis was considered to be derived from direct
 1

R-DI* generation by the 

charge recombination between the ground-state R-DI
+ 

and R-DI


. The emission mechanism 

provided valuable insights for developing R-DI as potential candidates for OLEDs. 
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Chapter 2. Intramolecular Electron Transfer from Excited Aromatic 

Diimide Radical Anion: 

Chapter 2-1. Unprecedented Intramolecular Electron Transfer from 

Excited Perylenediimide Radical Anion 

 

Abstract 

 

Radical anions in the excited states can be treated as stronger reductants than those in the 

ground states. In this study, the intramolecular electron transfer (ET) processes from excited 

perylenediimide radical anion (PDI
−

*) were examined for the first time by applying 

femtosecond laser flash photolysis to the reduced dyads of PDI and acceptors (A). Efficient 

intramolecular ET from PDI
−

* was detected upon excitation of PDI
−

-pyromellitimide (PI) and 

PDI
−

-naphthalenediimide (NDI) because of the sufficient driving forces. In particular, 

unprecedented ET processes were confirmed in a PDI-PDI dimer. Excitation of PDI
−

-PDI gave 

the shortest PDI
−

* lifetime due to the fastest intramolecular ET. Surprisingly, an intramolecular 

disproportionation reaction generating the dianion of PDI and neutral PDI was confirmed upon 

excitation of PDI
−

-PDI
−

. These processes successfully simulated the photocarrier (polaron and 

bipolaron) generation in PDI-based n-type semiconducting materials for various organic 

molecular devices. Comparing the NDI
−

*-A and PDI
−

*-A dyad systems, the difference found 

in the intramolecular ET rate constants could be explained by the energy required to form the 

reduced spacer and the distances between the electron donors and acceptors. 
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Introduction 

 

Radical ions have been proved to play crucial roles as intermediates in many chemical, 

physical, and biological processes. Radical ions in the excited states have unique characteristics 

that are different from those in the ground states. Photoexcitation increases the redox ability of 

radical ions for driving chemical reactions. Thus, some processes such as electron transfer (ET), 

bond dissociation, and bond formation, which cannot occur in the ground states, can be expected 

in the excited states. So far, various theoretical
1-4

 and experimental studies
5-18 

have been carried 

out to clarify the characteristics of excited radical ions. 

Radical anions in the excited states can be treated as stronger reductants than those in the 

ground states. Previously, the contributions of the excited radical anions of anthracenes and 

benzoquinones to some photoelectrochemical reactions were indicated by the product analysis.
19-

21
 The lifetimes of excited radical anions of quinones, ketones, anthracenes, phenazines, and 

stilbenes have been indirectly determined using nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy, 

fluorescence spectroscopy, and pulse radiolysis-laser flash photolysis.
22-25

 Later, the direct 

detection of the transient absorption spectra of excited radical anions and the ET processes 

initiated by the excited naphthalene-1,4,5,8-tetracarboxydiimide radical anion (NDI
−

*) was 

reported by Wasielewski et al.
26-29

 The fast internal conversion from excited radical anions of 

anthracenes, quinones, and C60 was also revealed by several research groups.
30-33

 Recently, our 

group has reported the detailed characteristics and mechanisms of ET processes from NDI
−

* and 

C60
−

* by applying femtosecond laser flash photolysis to the reduced dyad molecules.
34,35

 It 

should be pointed out that excited radical ions can be efficient precursors not only for chemical 

reactions but also for photocarriers in organic polymeric and crystalline materials, although their 

generation pathways and dynamics are unknown. 

As one of the most famous n-type semiconductor materials, perylene-3,4,9,10-

tetracarboxydiimide (PDI) has been extensively used as a core component in organic field-effect 

transistors (OFETs), organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), and organic solar cells (OSCs).
36-38

 

In particular, the radical anion of PDI (PDI
−

) as a photocarrier often plays an essential role in its 

electronic and optical performance.
39,40

 PDI has a similar or slightly lower reduction potential 

than NDI.
41,42

 PDI
−

 has stronger absorption bands when compared with those of NDI
−

 in the 
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visible and near-infrared (NIR) regions.
43

 The molar absorption coefficient maximum (εmax) of 

PDI
−

 is reported to be 8.0 × 10
4
 M

-1
 cm

-1
 at 700 nm, which is nearly 3.5 times higher than that 

of NDI
− 

(2.3 × 10
4
 M

-1
 cm

-1
 at 474 nm), supporting the more efficient photosensitizing ability of 

PDI
−

 due to its larger absorption cross section.
27

 Moreover, the excited state properties of PDI
−

 

are also important for the above-mentioned organic molecular devices when considering the role 

of charge carrier in photoconductivity etc., although the information of excited PDI
−

 (PDI
−

*) is 

extremely scarce. 

Thus, in this study, the intramolecular ET processes in the dyad molecules of PDI and 

acceptors including phthalimide (Ph), 1,8-naphthalimide (NI), pyromellitimide (PI), NDI, and 

especially PDI itself were investigated to illustrate the electron-donating/photocarrier-generating 

nature of the excited radical anion, PDI
−

* for the first time. Scheme 2-1-1 shows the chemical 

structures of PDI, PDI-Ph, PDI-NI, PDI-PI, PDI-NDI, and PDI-PDI. Tridecan-7-yl or 2-

ethylhexyl groups were introduced to the aromatic diimides in order to ensure substantial 

solubility in organic solvents. Additionally, benzene ring was employed as the spacer realizing a 

fixed donor-acceptor distance and a minimized π-conjugation with donor or acceptor due to the 

perpendicular conformation caused by steric effect. 
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Scheme 2-1-1. Chemical structures of PDI, PDI-Ph, PDI-NI, PDI-PI, PDI-NDI, and PDI-PDI. 

 

Experimental Section 

 

Synthesis. 

1-Hexylheptylamine (1) 

2.54 g (12.80 mmol) 7-Tridecanone, 9.75 g (126 mmol) NH4OAc, and 0.57 g (9.08 mmol) 

NaBH3CN were dissolved in 30 mL MeOH and stirred at room temperature for 2 d. The mixture 

was quenched by adding 2 mL of 2M HCl and then concentrated with a rotary evaporator. The 

resulting white solid was dispersed in 200 mL H2O, adjusted to pH=10 with KOH, and extracted 

by 300 mL and then 150 mL of CHCl3. The pale yellow oil 1 (2.34 g, 11.73 mmol, 92%) was 

obtained by concentrating the CHCl3 fractions.  

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.87 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 6H), 1.28 (m, 20H), 1.96 (m, 1H), 2.66 (br, 

2H). 

 

N,N’-Bis(1-hexylheptyl)perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylbisimide (2) 

2.34 g (11.73 mmol) 1 and  6.00 g (15.30 mmol) perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic- 

dianhydride in 15 g imidazole were stirred 2h at 160 °C. The reaction mixture was cooled to 

room temperature, dispersed in 100 mL methanol. The dark red precipitate was filled and dried 

over Na2SO4. Further purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; chloroform) 

to obtain the red solid 2 (8.57 g, 11.36 mmol, 97%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.81 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 12H), 1.21 (m, 32H), 1.82 (m, 4H), 2.20 

(m, 4H), 5.15 (m, 2H), 8.64 (m, 8H). 

 

N-(1-Hexylheptyl)perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxyl-3,4-anhydride-9,10-imide (3) 

8.57 g (11.36 mmol) 2 was suspended in 250 mL t-BuOH and treated with 0.74 g (13.13 mmol) 

solid KOH. The reaction mixture was heated with stirring to reflux for 2 h. The mixture was 

cooled to room temperature, treated with 180 mL acetic acid and then 60 mL of 2M HCl and 

stirred overnight. The precipitate was filtered, washed with distilled water, and dried in a vacuum 

oven at 90 °C. Further purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; 

chloroform) to obtain the dark red solid 3 (2.67 g, 4.65 mmol, 41%). 
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1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.81 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 6H), 1.23 (m, 12H), 1.84 (m, 4H), 2.20 (m, 

4H), 5.15 (m, 1H), 8.57 (m, 8H). 

 

 

Scheme 2-1-2. Synthesis of 3. 

 

PDI 

3 (0.10 g, 0.17 mmol) and aniline (48 mg, 0.51 mmol) were dissolved in 50 mL of DMF. The 

reaction mixture was heated with stirring to reflux for 24 h under argon atmosphere. Afterwards 

the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and further purified by column chromatography 

(silica gel; chloroform) to obtain the dark red solid PDI (44 mg, 0.068 mmol, 40%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.82 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 6H), 1.21 (m, 12H), 1.84 (m, 4H), 2.22 (m, 

4H), 5.17 (m, 1H), 7.36 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 7.51 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.58 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 

8.68 (m, 8H). 
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Scheme 2-1-3. Synthesis of PDI. 

 

N-(3-Aminophenyl)phthalimide (4) 

Phthalic anhydride (3.01 g, 20.32 mmol) and m-phenylenediamine (2.19 g, 20.25 mmol) were 

dissolved in 30 mL of DMF. The reaction mixture was heated with stirring at 110 °C for 24 h 

under argon atmosphere. Afterwards the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and further 

purified by column chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane) to obtain the pale yellow solid 

4 (1.76 g, 7.39 mmol, 36%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 3.79 (br, 2H), 6.70 (m, 1H), 6.73 (m, 1H), 6.80 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 

1H), 7.25 (t, J = 3.9 Hz, 1H), 7.77 (m, 2H), 7.94 (m, 2H). 

 

 

Scheme 2-1-4. Synthesis of 4. 

 

PDI-Ph 

4 (0.20 g, 0.84 mmol) and 3 (0.32 g, 0.56 mmol) were dissolved in 10 mL of DMF. The 

reaction mixture was heated with stirring to reflux for 24 h under argon atmosphere. Afterwards 

the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and purified by column chromatography (silica gel; 

chloroform). Further purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; 

chloroform/ethyl acetate (gradient)) to obtain the dark red solid PDI-Ph (48 mg, 0.06 mmol, 

11%). 
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1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.81 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 6H), 1.24 (m, 12H), 1.84 (m, 4H), 2.23 (m, 

4H), 5.15 (m, 1H), 7.41 (m, 1H), 7.64 (s,1H), 7.71 (m, 2H), 7.79 (dd, J = 5.5, 2.8 Hz, 2H), 7.96 

(dd, J = 5.5, 3.2 Hz, 2H), 8.64 (m, 8H). FAB MS: calcd. 793.32, found 795 (M+1). 

 

 

Scheme 2-1-5. Synthesis of PDI-Ph. 

 

N-(3-Aminophenyl)-1,8-naphthalenedicarboximide (5) 

Naphthal anhydride (3.97 g, 20.03 mmol) and m-phenylenediamine (2.17 g, 20.07 mmol) were 

dissolved in 30 mL of DMF. The reaction mixture was heated with stirring at 110 °C for 24 h 

under argon atmosphere. Afterwards the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and further 

purified by column chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane/ethyl acetate (1:20, v/v)) to 

obtain the yellow solid 5 (2.01 g, 6.97 mmol, 35%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 3.78 (br, 2H), 6.62 (t, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H), 6.69 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 

6.78 (dd, J = 8.2, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.31 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 7.77 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 8.26 (d, J = 8.3 

Hz, 2H), 8.64 (t, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H). 

 

 

Scheme 2-1-6. Synthesis of 5. 

 

PDI-NI 
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5 (0.49 g, 1.70 mmol) and 3 (0.65 g, 1.13 mmol) were dissolved in 40 mL of DMF. The 

reaction mixture was heated with stirring to reflux for 7 d under argon atmosphere. Afterwards 

the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and purified by column chromatography (silica gel; 

dichloromethane). Further purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; 

dichloromethane/ethyl acetate (gradient)) to obtain the dark red solid PDI-NI (52 mg, 0.06 mmol, 

5%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.82 (m, 6H), 1.23 (m, 12H), 1.84 (m, 4H), 2.23 (m, 4H), 5.19 

(m, 1H), 7.42 (s, 1H), 7.51 (m, 1H), 7.75 (m, 4H), 8.27 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 8.65 (m, 10H). FAB 

MS: calcd. 843.33, found 845 (M+1). 

 

 

Scheme 2-1-7. Synthesis of PDI-NI. 

 

N-(2-Ethylhexyl)benzene-1,2-dicarboxyanhydride-4,5-dicarboximide (6) 

1,2,4,5-Benzenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (8.95 g, 41.03 mmol) was placed in 100 mL of 

DMF and heated to 80 °C. 2-Ethyl-1-hexylamine (5.29 g, 40.93 mmol) dissolved in 30 mL of 

DMF was added drop wise to the reaction flask over a period of 3 h. The reaction mixture was 

heated at 110 °C under argon atmosphere. After 24 h, the reaction mixture was cooled to room 

temperature. Disubstituted precipitate was removed by filtration. The DMF filtrate was then 

evaporated in vacuo and the tacky residue was dissolved in dichloromethane. Some unreacted 

starting material precipitated from dichloromethane as a white solid and was easily filtered off. 

The filtrate was evaporated in vacuo. Further purification was achieved by column 

chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane/ethyl acetate (gradient)). After the column, the 

tacky material dissolved in acetic anhydride was heated at 80 °C for 8 h to yield the pale yellow 

solid 6 (1.28 g, 3.89 mmol, 10%). 
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1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.87 (m, 6H), 1.27 (m, 8H), 1.84 (m, 1H), 3.64 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 

2H), 8.32 (s, 2H). 

 

 

Scheme 2-1-8. Synthesis of 6. 

 

2-(3-Aminophenyl)-6-(2-ethylhexyl)pyrrolo[3,4-f]isoindole-1,3,5,7(2H,6H)-tetraone (7) 

m-Phenylenediamine (0.29 g, 2.68 mmol) was dissolved in 50 mL of DMF and heated to 80 

o
C. To this solution 6 (0.88 g, 2.67 mmol) dissolved in 50 mL of DMF was added drop wise over 

a period of 20 h. The reaction mixture was heated at 110 °C for 24 h under argon atmosphere.  

The reaction mixture was concentrated under reduced pressure, and then dissolved in 50 mL of 

dichloromethane, and washed with water (120 mL × 3). Afterwards the solution was extracted 

by dichloromethane/ethyl acetate and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. Further 

purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane and then 

dichloromethane/ethyl acetate (gradient)) to obtain the yellow solid 7 (0.37 g, 0.88 mmol, 33%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.87 (m, 6H), 1.29 (m, 8H), 1.86 (m, 1H), 3.65 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 

2H), 3.84 (br, 2H), 6.74 (m, 2H), 6.81 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H), 7.29 (m, 1H), 8.37 (s, 2H). 

 

 

Scheme 2-1-9. Synthesis of 7. 

 

PDI-PI 
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7 (0.37 g, 0.88 mmol) and 3 (0.51 g, 0.89 mmol) were dissolved in 30 mL of DMF. The 

reaction mixture was heated with stirring to reflux for 10 d under argon atmosphere. Afterwards 

the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and purified by column chromatography (silica gel; 

chloroform and then chloroform/ethyl acetate (gradient)). Further purification was carried by 

column chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane and then dichloromethane/ethyl acetate 

(gradient)) to obtain the dark red solid PDI-PI (50 mg, 0.05 mmol, 6%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.81 (m, 12H), 1.24 (m, 21H), 1.84 (m, 4H), 2.20 (m, 4H), 

3.65 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 5.16 (m, 1H), 7.43 (m, 1H), 7.65 (m, 1H), 7.72 (m, 2H), 8.37 (s, 2H), 

8.62 (m, 8H). FAB MS: calcd. 974.43, found 976 (M+1). 

 

 

Scheme 2-1-10. Synthesis of PDI-PI. 

 

N-(2-Ethylhexyl)naphthalenetetracarboxylic monoanhydride monoimide (8) 

In a single-neck round-bottom flask equipped with a reflux condenser, 1,4,5,8-

naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (6.18 g, 23.04 mmol) was suspended  in 80 mL of DMF, 

and the solution was stirred to 80 °C. To this solution 2-ethyl-1-hexylamine (2.98 g, 23.06 mmol) 

was added drop wise over a period of 1 h and the mixture was heated at 120 °C under argon 

atmosphere. After 24 hours, the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and the 

precipitated diimide were filtered off. DMF was evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude 

material was purified by column chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane) to obtain the pale 

yellow solid 8 (4.09 g, 10.78 mmol, 47%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.87 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H), 0.93 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H), 1.30 (m, 8H), 

1.91 (m, 1H), 4.10 (m, 2H), 8.82 (m, 4H). 
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Scheme 2-1-11. Synthesis of 8. 

 

2-(3-Aminophenyl)-7-(2-ethylhexyl)benzo[lmn][3,8]phenanthroline-1,3,6,8(2H,7H)-

tetraone (9) 

8 (0.97 g, 2.78 mmol) and m-phenylenediamine (0.35 g, 3.24 mmol) were dissolved in 40 mL 

of DMF. The reaction mixture was heated with stirring at 120 °C for 24 h under argon 

atmosphere. Afterwards the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo, purified by column 

chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane and then dichloromethane/ethyl acetate (gradient)) 

and concentrated to obtain the dark brown solid 9 (0.56 g, 1.19 mmol, 43%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.87 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H), 0.93 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H), 1.31 (m, 8H), 

1.93 (m, 1H), 3.82 (br, 2H), 4.12 (m, 2H), 6.61 (t, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H), 6.68 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 6.80 

(dd, J = 8.2, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.32 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 8.80 (m, 4H). 

 

 

Scheme 2-1-12. Synthesis of 9. 

 

PDI-NDI 

9 (0.11 g, 0.23 mmol) and 3 (0.11 g, 0.19 mmol) were dissolved in 40 mL of DMF. The 

reaction mixture was heated with stirring to reflux for 4 d under argon atmosphere. Afterwards 

the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and purified by column chromatography (silica gel; 

chloroform and then chloroform/ethyl acetate (gradient)). Further purification was carried by 
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column chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane and then dichloromethane/ethyl acetate 

(gradient)) to obtain the dark red solid PDI-NDI (50 mg, 0.05 mmol, 26%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.82 (m, 12H), 1.23 (m, 16H), 1.86 (m, 6H), 2.18 (m, 6H), 

4.02 (m, 3H), 5.15 (m, 1H), 7.41 (s, 1H), 7.51 (m, 2H), 7.76 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 8.44 (m, 12H). 

FAB MS: calcd. 1025.44, found 1027 (M+1). 

 

 

Scheme 2-1-13. Synthesis of PDI-NDI. 

 

PDI-PDI 

3 (0.92 g, 1.60 mmol) and m-phenylenediamine (0.09 g, 0.83 mmol) were dissolved in 40 mL 

of DMF. The reaction mixture was heated with stirring to reflux for 4 d under argon atmosphere. 

Afterwards the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and purified by column 

chromatography (silica gel; chloroform and then chloroform/ethyl acetate (gradient)). Further 

purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane and then 

dichloromethane/ethyl acetate (gradient)) to obtain the dark red solid PDI-PDI (50 mg, 0.04 

mmol, 5%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.81 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 12H), 1.23 (m, 32H), 1.83 (m, 4H), 2.22 

(m, 4H), 5.14 (m, 2H), 7.46 (s, 1H), 7.54 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.77 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 8.64 (m, 

16H). FAB MS: calcd. 1218.55, found 1220 (M+1). 
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Scheme 2-1-14. Synthesis of PDI-PDI. 

 

Materials. PDI, PDI-Ph, PDI-NI, PDI-PI, PDI-NDI, and PDI-PDI were synthesized as 

described above. In the present study, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) was used as the solvent 

for all the spectroscopies. Tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene (TDAE) was purchased from Tokyo 

Chemical Industry. 

 

Apparatus. Steady-state absorption spectra were measured using a Shimadzu UV-3600 UV-

vis-NIR spectrometer. Transient absorption spectra during the femtosecond laser flash photolysis 

were measured as described in the former paper.
44

 In the present study, the samples were excited 

by a 700 nm femtosecond laser pulse (~130 fs fwhm, ~5 μJ per pulse). 

 

  Theoretical Calculations. Optimized structures of the molecules in this study were estimated 

using density functional theory (DFT) at the (U)B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. All theoretical 

calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 package.
45

 It was confirmed that the 

estimated structures did not exhibit imaginary frequencies. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 2-1-1 shows the absorption spectra of PDI with varied concentrations of TDAE in 

DMF. With stepwise addition of TDAE,
46

 the absorbance of neutral PDI showed a decrease and 

new absorption bands at 680, 700, 712, 766, 795, and 955 nm appeared, which can be attributed 

to the radical anion, PDI
−

. The absorbance of PDI
− 

reached its maximum with the addition of an 

equivalent amount of TDAE. The ratio between the maximum absorbance of neutral PDI and 
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that of PDI
− 

was similar to the reported value,
27

 suggesting a quantitative reduction of PDI by 

TDAE. Moreover, the absorption bands of PDI
− 

kept their intensity for several hours when 

oxygen had been removed from the solvent by Ar bubbling, indicating that PDI
− 

was stable 

under the experimental conditions. Similar phenomena were also confirmed in the cases of PDI-

Ph, PDI-NI, PDI-PI and PDI-NDI, implying that the PDI moiety in these dyads can be 

selectively reduced by TDAE. As for the PDI-PDI dimer, one- or two-equivalent amount of 

TDAE was added for the preparation of PDI
−

-PDI or PDI
−

-PDI
−

, respectively. The spectral 

shape of PDI
−

-PDI
−

 was the same as that of PDI
−

, indicating negligible interactions between 

the two PDI
−

 moieties. Neither inter- nor intramolecular disproportionation was confirmed to 

occur in the ground state. 

 

 

Figure 2-1-1. Absorption spectra of PDI (60 µM) with varied concentrations of TDAE (0−75 

µM) in DMF. 

 

Figure 2-1-2a shows the transient absorption spectra of PDI
−

 during the laser flash photolysis 

using a 700 nm femtosecond laser. The spectrum taken at 32 ps after the laser excitation showed 

positive signals with maxima at 455 and 600 nm, and negative signals with minima at 520, 673, 

696, and 707 nm, indicating the generation of PDI
−

*
 
and bleaching of PDI

−
. With an increase in 

the delay time, the positive signals showed a decrease whereas the negative signals showed a 

recovery. This phenomenon is attributed to a D1 → D0 deactivation process from PDI
−

*
 
to PDI

−
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with a lifetime of 145 ps (6.9 × 10
9 

s
-1

), which can be obtained by fitting a single exponential 

function to the decay kinetics of ΔO.D. at 455 nm (Figure 2-1-2b). It is notable that the PDI
−

* 

lifetime shown here is sufficiently long for various subsequent reactions. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1-2. (a) Transient absorption spectra of PDI (60 µM) in DMF in the presence of TDAE 

(60 µM) during the laser flash photolysis using a 700 nm femtosecond laser and (b) kinetic trace 

of ΔO.D. at 455 nm. 

 

Figure 2-1-3a shows the transient absorption spectra of PDI
−

-PI during the laser flash 

photolysis using a 700 nm femtosecond laser. The spectrum taken at 35 ps after the laser 

excitation indicated the generation of PDI
−

*-PI. Meanwhile, new absorption peaks appeared at 

485 (PDI), 520 (PDI), and 720 nm (PI
−

) due to the generation of PDI-PI
−

, suggesting an 

intramolecular ET process from PDI
−

*
 
to

 
PI as indicated in eq 2-1-1. 

PDI
−

*-PI 
 intra  
→    PDI-PI

−
         (2-1-1) 
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The kinetic trace of ΔO.D. at 455 nm decayed with a constant of 8.5 × 10
9 

s
-1

 (Figure 2-1-3b). 

Therefore, the intramolecular ET rate constant (kintraET) was calculated to be 1.6 × 10
9 

s
-1

 by 

taking into account the D1 → D0 deactivation process (kd = 6.9 × 10
9 

s
-1

). Within the instrumental 

time window, the intramolecular back ET (BET) process from PDI-PI
−

 to PDI
−

-PI was hardly 

confirmed. Thus, the rate constant for this process (kintraBET) is < 3 × 10
8 

s
-1

. Similar ET processes 

were also confirmed in PDI
−

-Ph, PDI
−

-NI, and PDI
−

-NDI upon excitation of the PDI
−

 moiety, 

although the ET yields in PDI
−

*-Ph and PDI
−

*-NI were rather small, likely due to the lower 

electron-accepting ability of Ph and NI. In particular, the excitation of PDI
−

-PDI gave the 

shortest lifetime of PDI
−

* due to the fastest ET process (PDI
−

*-PDI 
 intra  
→    PDI-PDI

−
, kintraET = 

1.0 × 10
10

 s
-1

), and there was no BET process because of the zero driving force. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1-3. (a) Transient absorption spectra of PDI-PI (60 µM) in DMF in the presence of 

TDAE (60 µM) during the laser flash photolysis using a 700 nm femtosecond laser and (b) 

kinetic trace of ΔO.D. at 455 nm. 
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Figure 2-1-4a shows the transient visible absorption spectra of PDI
−

-PDI
−

 during the laser 

flash photolysis using a 700 nm femtosecond laser. The spectrum taken at 24 ps after the laser 

excitation indicated the generation of PDI
−

*-PDI
−

. With an increase in the delay time, new 

peaks appeared in the spectra. Based on the previously reported peak positions and relative 

intensities,
27

 the absorption peaks at 530 and 573 nm are attributable to PDI and PDI
2-

, 

respectively, suggesting an intramolecular ET process from PDI
−

*
 
to

 
PDI

−
 as indicated in eq 2-

1-2. 

PDI
−

*-PDI
−

 
 intra  
→    PDI-PDI

2-
        (2-1-2) 

Thus, surprisingly, an intramolecular disproportionation reaction was confirmed upon excitation 

of PDI
−

-PDI
−

. Here, PDI
−

 is considered as an electron acceptor; therefore, the reduction 

potential of PDI
−

 (i.e., the second reduction potential of PDI) is essential for this process. In 

addition, the relatively small difference between the first and second reduction potentials of PDI 

realized a sufficient driving force for eq 2-1-2. The kinetic trace of ΔO.D. at 460 nm decayed 

with a constant of 9.3 × 10
9 

s
-1

 (Figure 2-1-4b). Therefore, the kintraET was calculated to be 2.4 × 

10
9 

s
-1

 by taking the D1 → D0 deactivation process into account. In addition, the generated PDI-

PDI
2-

 showed a subsequent decay caused by the intramolecular BET, although the entire process 

could not be traced. 

The above processes were further investigated in the NIR region. Figure 2-1-4c shows the 

transient NIR absorption spectra of PDI
−

-PDI
−

 in DMF under the same conditions. The 

spectrum taken at 88 ps after the laser excitation showed negative bands with minima at 975 and 

1120 nm, corresponding to the bleaching of PDI
−

 and stimulated emission from PDI
−

*, 

respectively. By increasing the delay time to > 500 ps, all the negative absorption bands showed 

a recovery with only the bands due to the ground state bleaching remaining, while the band due 

to the stimulated emission disappeared, indicating the production of PDI-PDI
2-

 and quenching of 

PDI
−

*-PDI
−

. The kinetic trace of ΔO.D. at 1120 nm provided the same kintraET value mentioned 

in the previous paragraph (Figure 2-1-4d). It is worth noting that the kinetics of stimulated 

emission in the NIR region were consistent with those of the D1 state absorption in the visible 

region. Thus, stimulated emission has been proved as a good marker to assign the precursor state 

for ET from excited radical anion. 
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Figure 2-1-4. (a) Transient visible absorption spectra of PDI-PDI (0.12 mM) in DMF in the 

presence of TDAE (0.24 mM) during the laser flash photolysis using a 700 nm femtosecond laser 

and (b) kinetic trace of ΔO.D. at 460 nm. (c) Transient NIR absorption spectra of PDI-PDI (0.12 

mM) in DMF in the presence of TDAE (0.24 mM) during the laser flash photolysis using a 700 

nm femtosecond laser and (d) kinetic trace of ΔO.D. at 1120 nm. 

 

The rate constants and driving forces for the intramolecular ET processes from PDI
−

*
 
are 

summarized in Table 2-1-1. The driving forces for intramolecular ET and BET (−ΔGintraET and 

−ΔGintraBET) were calculated following eqs 2-1-3 and 2-1-4. 

ΔGintraET = E(PDI
−

/PDI) − E(A
−

/A) − ED1(PDI
−

*)     (2-1-3) 

ΔGintraBET = E(A
−

/A) − E(PDI
−

/PDI)       (2-1-4) 

In the case of PDI
−

*-PDI
−

, the above equations were rewritten as:  

ΔGintraET = E(PDI
−

/PDI) − E(PDI
2−

/PDI
−

) − ED1(PDI
−

*)    (2-1-5) 

ΔGintraBET = E(PDI
2−

/PDI
−

) − E (PDI
−

/PDI)      (2-1-6) 

where E(PDI
−

/PDI), E(PDI
2−

/PDI
−

), E(A
−

/A), and ED1(PDI
−

*) represent the reduction 

potential of PDI, reduction potential of PDI
−

, reduction potential of the electron acceptor, and 

D1 state energy of PDI
−

*, respectively. It has been suggested that the absorption band of PDI
−

 at 

955 nm is due to the D1 ← D0 transition;
27

 thus, ED1(PDI
−

*) is 1.30 eV. 

As shown in Table 2-1-1, the −ΔGintraET values for PDI
−

*-Ph and PDI
−

*-NI were calculated 

to be 0.33 and 0.37 eV, respectively. In these dyads, the intramolecular ET from PDI
−

*
 
was 

inefficient. On the other hand, the values of −ΔGintraET for PDI
−

*-PI, PDI
−

*-NDI, PDI
−

*-PDI, 

and PDI
−

*-PDI
−

 were calculated to be 1.02, 1.25, 1.30, and 1.03 eV, respectively. In these 

dyads, the intramolecular ET processes from PDI
−

* were clearly observed, and the values of 

kintraET become larger with an increase in the values of −ΔGintraET. 
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Table 2-1-1. Rate Constants (kintraET and kintraBET), Driving Forces (−ΔGintraET and −ΔGintraBET), 

and Reorganization Energies (λo, λi, and λtot) for Intramolecular ET Processes from PDI
−

*. 

 kintraET
a

 (s
-1

) 
−ΔGintraET 

(eV) 
kintraBET

a
 (s

-1
) 
−ΔGintraBET 

(eV) 

λo 

(eV) 

λi 

(eV) 

λtot 

(eV) 

PDI
−

*-Ph < 1 × 10
9
 0.33 < 3 × 10

8
 0.97 1.23 0.73 1.96 

PDI
−

*-NI < 1 × 10
9
 0.37 < 3 × 10

8
 0.94 1.15 0.52 1.67 

PDI
−

*-PI 1.6 × 10
9
 1.02 < 3 × 10

8
 0.28 1.16 0.69 1.85 

PDI
−

*-NDI 3.2 × 10
9
 1.25 < 3 × 10

8
 0.05 1.10 0.56 1.66 

PDI
−

*-PDI 1.0 × 10
10

 1.30 -
b
 0 1.09 0.49 1.58 

PDI
−

*-PDI
−

 2.4 × 10
9
 1.03 < 3 × 10

8
 0.27 -

c
 -

c
 -

c
 

a
Estimation error: < 10%. 

b
Not observed. 

c
Not obtained. 

 

To obtain a deeper understanding of the driving force (−ΔGET) dependence of ET rate constant 

(kET), Marcus theory was applied to the dyad systems. According to this theory, the kET can be 

expressed following eqs 2-1-(7-9):
47-49

 

     √
π

 
2
λo   

 | |
2 
 
 

 (   (
 
 

  
)) exp ( 

(λo   Δ      〈 〉)
2

 λo   
)      (2-1-7) 

λo    
2 (

 

2 D
   

 

2  
   

 

 
) (

 

 2
   

 

εs
)        (2-1-8) 

    
λi

 〈 〉
           (2-1-9) 

where λo, V, S, ⟨ ⟩, and λi represent the outer sphere reorganization energy, electronic coupling, 

electron-vibration coupling constant, averaged angular frequency, and inner sphere 

reorganization energy, respectively. rD, rA, r, n, and εS represent the donor radius, acceptor radius, 

distance between the centers of the donor and acceptor, optical dielectric constant, and static 

dielectric constant, respectively. The λo values were estimated from eq 2-1-8, assuming ionic 
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radii (rD or rA) of 4.73, 4.27, 3.99, 3.86, and 3.58 Å for PDI, NDI, PI, NI, and Ph, respectively by 

means of DFT calculations. The λi values were estimated using a previously reported method.
50

 

The present ET processes are considered to be in the Marcus normal region because the kET 

values increase with more negative values of ΔGET, and the total reorganization energies (λtot, i.e., 

the sum of λo and λi) are larger than −ΔGET, as listed in Table 2-1-1. The relationship between the 

driving forces (−ΔGintraET and −ΔGintraBET) and ET rate constants (kintraET and kintraBET) in NDI
−

*-

acceptors (NDI
−

*-A) and PDI
−

*-acceptors (PDI
−

*-A) was plotted, as shown in Figure 2-1-5. 

The red curve was obtained by eq 2-1-7, assuming λo = 1.13 eV, λi = 0.66 eV, V = 0.013 eV, and 

ℏ⟨ ⟩ = 0.15 eV for NDI
−

*-A,
34

 and the blue curve assumed λo = 1.15 eV, λi = 0.60 eV, V = 

0.0011 eV, and ℏ⟨ ⟩ = 0.15 eV for PDI
−

*-A. These curves reasonably reproduced the −ΔGET 

dependence of kET in the dyad systems. 

The difference in kET between NDI
−

*-A and PDI
−

*-A can be explained by two main reasons. 

The first is the energy for the reduced spacer. Based on the first-order perturbation theory and 

super-exchange mechanism, the electronic coupling between an electron donor (D) and an 

acceptor (A) through a spacer (S) can be expressed as follows:
51-53

 

    
 D    

Δ
           (2-1-10) 

where VDS, VSA, and Δ represent the electronic coupling between the donor and the spacer, the 

electronic coupling between the spacer and the acceptor, and the energy required to form the 

reduced spacer, respectively. By applying the reduction potential of the spacer (ESred), the Δ 

values for NDI
−

*-A and PDI
−

*-A can be evaluated as −2.09 − ESred and −1.73 − ESred, 

respectively. Because of the endothermic nature of the reduction of the spacer via the excited 

radical anion, the Δ values should be ΔNDI−*-A < ΔPDI−*-A, giving VNDI−*-A > VPDI−*-A, which is 

consistent with the trend shown in Figure 2-1-5. The second reason is the longer donor-acceptor 

distances in PDI
−

*-A compared with those in NDI
−

*-A (e.g., 12.8 Å for PDI
−

*-PI and 10.9 Å 

for NDI
−

*-PI). Longer donor-acceptor distances result in smaller V; thus, slower ET is expected 

for PDI
−

*-A. 
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Figure 2-1-5. Driving force (−ΔGintraET and −ΔGintraBET) dependence of ET rate constants (kintraET 

as solid squares and kintraBET as hollow squares). The red and blue squares correspond to NDI
−

*-

A and PDI
−

*-A dyads, respectively. 

 

Notably, in the current study, unprecedented ET processes were found in the dyad molecules 

of PDI
−

*-PDI and PDI
−

*-PDI
−

. It should be pointed out that these ET processes are closely 

related to the photocurrent conduction processes in organic materials, because PDI-PDI can be 

regarded as the smallest unit of the conductive PDI-based polymeric and crystalline materials 

(Scheme 2-1-15). The photoinduced ET process and rate in PDI
−

-PDI correspond to the 

photocarrier (i.e., polaron) generation and mobility.
54,55

 The fast ET rate means rapid polaron 

migration. Furthermore, the production of the dianion from photoexcited PDI
−

-PDI
−

 implies the 

generation of a di-charged carrier (i.e., bipolaron) in n-type semiconducting materials.
56,57

 Facile 

production of the bipolaronic state is achievable using densely packed PDI and/or high PDI
− 

(polaron) concentrations, which can be expected in the polymeric and crystalline materials. Thus, 

the current findings have successfully simulated the generation of mono- and di-charged carriers, 

and clearly indicated the importance of pathways from excited radical anion. 
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Scheme 2-1-15. Photocarriers generated from PDI
−

* in n-type semiconductor materials. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Several dyads, including PDI
−

-Ph, PDI
−

-NI, PDI
−

-PI, PDI
−

-NDI, PDI
−

-PDI, and PDI
−

-

PDI
−

, were investigated by the femtosecond laser flash photolysis to observe the intramolecular 

ET processes from PDI
−

* for the first time. It was found that efficient intramolecular ET 

occurred in PDI
−

*-PI and PDI
−

*-NDI because of the sufficient driving forces. In particular, 

PDI
−

*-PDI and PDI
−

*-PDI
−

 exhibited quite different ET pathways. By applying the Marcus 

theory to the dyad systems of NDI
−

*-A and PDI
−

*-A, the kET difference could be reasonably 

explained. The results shown here provided valuable insights into the unique characteristics of 

PDI
−

* as an electron donor and generator of photocarriers (polaron and bipolaron) in related n-

type semiconductor materials for OFETs, OLEDs, and OSCs. 
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Chapter 2. Intramolecular Electron Transfer from Excited Aromatic 

Diimide Radical Anion: 

Chapter 2-2. Dual Character of Excited Radical Anions in Aromatic 

Diimide Bis(Radical Anion)s 

 

Abstract 

 

Intramolecular electron transfer (ET) processes in the excited aromatic diimide bis(radical 

anion)s (ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

) were systematically investigated by applying femtosecond laser flash 

photolysis to bis(radical anion)s of naphthalenediimide (NDI) and perylenediimide (PDI), 

including NDI
−

-m-NDI
−

, NDI
−

-p-NDI
−

, PDI
−

-m-PDI
−

, and NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

 (m and p indicate 

the substitution positions). The excitation of NDI
−

-m-NDI
−

 and NDI
−

-p-NDI
−

 initiated 

disproportionation reactions generating NDI and NDI
2− 

with different ET rate constants. For the 

first time, the dual characteristics of ADI
−

* were confirmed upon selective excitation of NDI
−

-

m-PDI
−

: NDI
−

* was unambiguously demonstrated to function as an electron donor in NDI
−

*-

m-PDI
−

, whereas PDI
−

* acted as an electron acceptor in NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

* because of the 

energetically preferable production of NDI-m-PDI
2−

. The relationship between the ET rate 

constants and driving forces in ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

 could be reasonably analyzed using the Marcus 

theory. The current findings provided a new viewpoint regarding the bipolaron-generating nature 

of ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

 and simulated various types of photocarrier migration in the densely charged 

regions of homo- and heterogeneous n-type semiconductor materials upon irradiation. 
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Introduction 

 

Aromatic diimides (ADIs), especially naphthalenediimide (NDI) and perylenediimide (PDI), 

are among the most widely explored components for n-type semiconductor materials in organic 

field-effect transistors (OFETs), organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), and organic solar cells 

(OSCs).
1-6

  This is because of their remarkable properties such as ease of reduction, good charge 

mobility, excellent thermal stability, and high molar absorptivity. Recently, a new series of co-

polymers containing both NDI and PDI was designed as the electron acceptors for bulk 

heterojunction OSCs, and the efficiency (e.g., carrier mobility) of solar cells was found to vary 

substantially with the NDI/PDI composition.
7,8

 In addition, it is worth mentioning that NDI and 

PDI can be reduced stepwise in two phases: first producing radical anions, followed by 

dianions.
9
 Therefore, the reduced NDI and PDI as photocarriers including not only polarons 

(NDI
−

 and PDI
−

) but also bipolarons (NDI
2−

 and PDI
2−

) are closely related to the electronic and 

optical performance of ADI-based materials, although studies focusing on bipolaron-generation 

mechanisms and dynamics are extremely limited. 

On the other hand, excited radical ions with powerful redox ability have attracted increasing 

attention.
10-18

 NDI
−

 and PDI
−

 in the excited states (NDI
−

* and PDI
−

*) are stronger reductants 

than their ground-state counterparts. Wasielewski and his co-workers first reported the transient 

absorption features of excited ADI radical anions with lifetimes of up to a few hundreds of 

picoseconds, long enough to initiate various chemical reactions.
11

 Recently, our research group 

further elucidated the detailed characteristics of intramolecular electron transfer (ET) from 

NDI
−

* and PDI
−

*
 
by applying femtosecond laser flash photolysis to several purposely reduced 

dyads.
15,17

 In particular, we examined photoinduced ET in a stepwise reduced PDI-PDI dimer 

(i.e., PDI
−

-PDI or PDI
−

-PDI
−

); surprisingly, an intramolecular disproportionation producing 

PDI and PDI
2−

 was observed upon excitation of PDI
−

-PDI
−

.
17

 Considering the roles of the 

densely populated charges in homo- and heterogeneous organic conductors, the generation of 

bipolarons via the irradiation of concentrated polarons should be regarded as an important 

process. Nevertheless, several puzzles (e.g., the driving force, spatial distance, and excitation 

wavelength dependences) remain to be solved for understanding the related processes in 

polymeric and crystalline structures. 
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Thus, in this study, NDI, PDI, NDI-m-NDI, NDI-p-NDI, PDI-m-PDI, and NDI-m-PDI (m and 

p indicate the substitution positions) were prepared as target molecules (Scheme 2-2-1). 2-

Ethylhexyl and tridecan-7-yl groups were introduced to ensure substantial solubility in organic 

solvents. Additionally, a phenyl (or 2,5-dimethylphenyl) group was used as a spacer to realize a 

fixed donor-acceptor distance and minimize the π-conjugation with NDI or PDI due to the 

perpendicular conformation caused by steric effect. A systematic investigation was conducted to 

clarify the bipolaron-generating nature of ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

 in various organic molecular devices. 

 

 

Scheme 2-2-1. Chemical structures of NDI, PDI, NDI-m-NDI, NDI-p-NDI, PDI-m-PDI, and 

NDI-m-PDI. 

 

Experimental Section 

 

Synthesis. 

N-(2-Ethylhexyl)naphthalenetetracarboxylic monoanhydride monoimide (1) 

In a single-neck round-bottom flask equipped with a reflux condenser, 1,4,5,8-naphthalene- 

tetracarboxylic dianhydride (6.18 g, 23.04 mmol) was suspended in 80 mL of DMF, and the 
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solution was stirred at 80 °C. To this solution 2-ethyl-1-hexylamine (2.98 g, 23.06 mmol) was 

added drop wise over a period of 1 h and the mixture was heated to 120 °C under argon 

atmosphere. After 24 hours, the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature and the 

precipitated diimide were filtered off. DMF was evaporated under reduced pressure. The crude 

material was purified by column chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane) to obtain the pale 

yellow solid 1 (4.09 g, 10.78 mmol, 47%).
 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.87 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H), 0.92 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H), 1.30 (m, 8H), 

1.90 (m, 1H), 4.10 (m, 2H), 8.76 (m, 4H). 

 

 

Scheme 2-2-2. Synthesis of 1. 

 

NDI 

1 (0.33 g, 0.87 mmol) and aniline (0.24 g, 2.58 mmol) were dissolved in 50 mL of DMF. The 

reaction mixture was heated with stirring to reflux for 24 h under argon atmosphere. Afterwards 

the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and further purified by column chromatography 

(silica gel; dichloromethane) to obtain the pale yellow solid NDI (0.20 g, 0.44 mmol, 51%).
 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.87 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H), 0.94 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 3H), 1.31 (m, 8H), 

1.93 (m, 1H), 4.12 (m, 2H), 7.32 (m, 2H), 7.51 (m, 3H), 8.81 (m, 4H). 
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Scheme 2-2-3. Synthesis of NDI. 

 

NDI-m-NDI 

1 (0.61 g, 1.61 mmol) and m-phenylenediamine (0.09 g, 0.83 mmol) were dissolved in 50 mL 

of DMF. The reaction mixture was heated with stirring to reflux for 24 h under argon atmosphere. 

Afterwards the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and purified by column 

chromatography (silica gel; chloroform and then chloroform/ethyl acetate (gradient)). Further 

purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane and then 

dichloromethane/ethyl acetate (gradient)) to obtain the pale yellow solid NDI-m-NDI (30 mg, 

0.04 mmol, 5%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 0.87 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 6H), 0.93 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 6H), 1.31 (m, 

16H), 1.94 (m, 2H), 4.11 (m, 4H), 7.39 (m, 1H), 7.51 (m, 2H), 7.77 (m, 1H), 8.79 (m, 8H). FAB 

MS: calcd. 830.33, found 831 (M+1). 

 

 

Scheme 2-2-4. Synthesis of NDI-m-NDI. 

 

NDI-p-NDI 
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1 (0.89 g, 2.35 mmol) and 2,5-dimethylbenzene-1,4-diamine (0.16 g, 1.17 mmol) were 

dissolved in 50 mL of DMF. The reaction mixture was heated with stirring to reflux for 24 h 

under argon atmosphere. Afterwards the reaction mixture was evaporated in vacuo and purified 

by column chromatography (silica gel; chloroform and then chloroform/ethyl acetate (gradient)). 

Further purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane and 

then dichloromethane/ethyl acetate (gradient)) to obtain the pale yellow solid NDI-p-NDI (50 

mg, 0.06 mmol, 5%). 

1
H NMR (CF3COOH, 400 MHz): δ 0.85 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 6H), 0.95 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 6H), 1.28 (m, 

16H), 2.03 (m, 2H), 2.23 (m, 6H), 4.32 (m, 4H), 7.43 (m, 2H), 8.98 (m, 8H). FAB MS: calcd. 

858.36, found 859 (M+1). 

 

 

Scheme 2-2-5. Synthesis of NDI-p-NDI. 

 

Materials. PDI, PDI-m-PDI, and NDI-m-PDI were synthesized as reported in our previous 

work.
17

 The synthesis procedures for NDI, NDI-m-NDI, and NDI-p-NDI are summarized in the 

above part. In the present study, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) was used as the solvent for all 

spectroscopic measurements. Tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene (TDAE) was purchased from 

Tokyo Chemical Industry. 

 

Apparatus. Steady-state absorption spectra were measured using a Shimadzu UV-3600 UV-

vis-NIR spectrometer.  ransient absorption spectra during femtosecond laser flash photolysis 

were measured as described previously.
19

 In this study, the samples were excited by a 475 or 700 

nm femtosecond laser pulse (~130 fs fwhm, ~5 μJ per pulse). 

 

Results and Discussion 
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Figure 2-2-1 shows the steady-state absorption spectra of NDI-m-PDI in DMF with varying 

concentrations of TDAE. The features of neutral NDI and PDI were simultaneously observed in 

the absorption spectrum of NDI-m-PDI. When TDAE was added as a reducing agent,
20

 the 

absorbance of NDI and PDI decreased and a new set of bands attributable to PDI
−

 appeared with 

the maximum occurring at 700 nm. As the TDAE concentration increased, a growing peak was 

clearly observed at 475 nm. This can be attributed to the generation of NDI
−

 because of the 

similar reduction potentials of NDI and PDI (−0.48 and −0.43 V vs. SCE, respectively).
11

 The 

absorbance of NDI
−

 and PDI
−

 reached their maxima with a two-equivalent addition of TDAE, 

indicating the quantitative reduction of NDI-m-PDI. The band intensity of NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

 was 

maintained for several hours after removing the oxygen from the solvent by Ar bubbling. We 

noted that the spectral features of NDI
−

 and PDI
−

 in NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

 were essentially the same 

as those of the monomeric species,
11

 suggesting that negligible interactions existed. Most 

importantly, the selective excitation of the NDI
−

 and PDI
−

 moieties in this heterodimer could be 

achieved at 475 and 700 nm, respectively. As for the other target molecules including NDI, PDI, 

NDI-m-NDI, NDI-p-NDI, and PDI-m-PDI, one or two equivalents of TDAE were added to 

prepare the radical anion or bis(radical anion), respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2-2-1. Steady-state absorption spectra of NDI-m-PDI (75 µM) in DMF with varied 

concentrations of TDAE (0−150 µM). 
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Figure 2-2-2a shows the transient absorption spectra of NDI
−

 measured during laser flash 

photolysis using a 475 nm femtosecond laser. The spectrum taken 6 ps after laser excitation 

showed both positive and negative signals, indicating the generation of NDI
−

*
 
and the bleaching 

of NDI
−

, respectively. With an increase in the delay time, the positive signals showed a decrease 

whereas the negative signals showed a recovery. This phenomenon is attributed to the D1 → D0 

deactivation process of NDI
−

 with a lifetime of 112 ps (8.9 × 10
9 

s
-1

), which can be obtained by 

fitting a single exponential function to the decay kinetics of ΔO.D. at 650 nm (Figure 2-2-2b). 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2-2. (a) Transient absorption spectra of NDI (0.20 mM) in DMF in the presence of 

TDAE (0.20 mM) during a 475 nm femtosecond laser excitation and (b) kinetic trace of ΔO.D. at 

650 nm. 
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Figure 2-2-3a shows the transient absorption spectra of NDI
−

-m-NDI
−

 measured during laser 

flash photolysis using a 475 nm femtosecond laser. The spectrum taken 4 ps after laser excitation 

indicated the generation of NDI
−

*-m-NDI
−

. Meanwhile, sharp absorption peaks appeared at 385 

nm (NDI) and 425 nm (NDI
2−

) due to the generation of NDI-m-NDI
2−

, suggesting an 

intramolecular ET process, as described in eq 2-2-1. 

NDI
−

*-m-NDI
−

 
 intra  
→    NDI-m-NDI

2−
       (2-2-1) 

Thus, a disproportionation reaction was confirmed to occur upon excitation of NDI
−

-m-NDI
−

. 

By analyzing the kinetic trace of ΔO.D. at 650 nm (Figure 2-2-3b) and taking the D1 → D0 

deactivation process into account, the intramolecular ET rate constant (kintraET) was calculated to 

be 1.3 × 10
11 

s
-1

. With further increase in the delay time, the positive bands decreased 

continuously, whereas the negative bands showed a recovery, suggesting a back ET (BET) 

process, as described in eq 2-2-2. 

NDI-m-NDI
2−

 
 intra   
→     NDI

−
-m-NDI

−
       (2-2-2) 

The intramolecular BET rate constant (kintraBET) was estimated to be 1.1 × 10
10

 s
-1

 based on the 

decay of NDI-m-NDI
−

 (Figure 2-2-3c). Similar phenomena were also observed upon excitation 

of NDI
−

-p-NDI
−

 (Figures 2-2-3d,e). Compared to NDI
−

*-m-NDI
−

, NDI
−

*-p-NDI
−

 exhibited 

a slower ET with a kintraET of 8.3 × 10
10 

s
-1

, and the generated NDI-p-NDI
2−

 showed BET that did 

not complete within the instrumental time window. These results indicate that the spatial distance 

between chromophores does have an effect on the ET processes initiated by excited bis(radical 

anion)s. 
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Figure 2-2-3. (a) Transient absorption spectra of NDI-m-NDI (0.20 mM) in DMF in the presence 

of TDAE (0.40 mM) during a 475 nm femtosecond laser excitation and (b,c) kinetic traces of 

ΔO.D. at 650 and 425 nm. (d) Transient absorption spectra of NDI-p-NDI (0.20 mM) in DMF in 

the presence of TDAE (0.40 mM) during a 475 nm femtosecond laser excitation and (e) kinetic 

trace of ΔO.D. at 650 nm. 

 

Figure 2-2-4a shows the transient absorption spectra of NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

 measured during laser 

flash photolysis using a 475 nm femtosecond laser. The spectrum taken 2 ps after laser excitation 

indicated the generation of NDI
−

*-m-PDI
−

. The most significant positive peak due to PDI
2−

 was 

detected at 575 nm with a kintraET of 3.3 × 10
11

 s
-1

 (Figure 2-2-4b), suggesting a process indicated 

in eq 2-2-3. 

NDI
−

*-m-PDI
−

 
 intra  
→    NDI-m-PDI

2−
       (2-2-3) 

Unambiguously, NDI
−

* acted as an electron donor in this reaction. On the other hand, Figure 2-

2-4c shows the transient absorption spectra of NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

 upon 700 nm laser excitation. The 

spectrum taken 2 ps after the laser excitation exhibited positive bands with the greatest intensity 

at 460 nm, which are attributable to PDI
−

*. By increasing the delay time, the 575 nm-

maximized signals appeared in the spectra, suggesting the production of NDI-m-PDI
2−

 indicated 

in eq 2-2-4. 

NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

* 
 intra  
→    NDI-m-PDI

2−
       (2-2-4) 

Surprisingly, here, the excited radical anion (PDI
−

*) was found to be an electron acceptor. The 

kintraET of this process was calculated to be 1.8 × 10
9
 s

-1
 by considering the D1 → D0 deactivation 

of PDI
−

* at 460 nm (Figure 2-2-4d).
17

 The entire BET processes could not be traced for either 

NDI
−

*-m-PDI
−

 or NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

*, owing to instrumental limitation. 
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Figure 2-2-4. (a) Transient absorption spectra of NDI-m-PDI (0.20 mM) in DMF in the presence 

of TDAE (0.40 mM) during a 475 nm femtosecond laser excitation and (b) kinetic trace of ΔO.D. 

at 575 nm. (Inset: enlarged kinetic trace within 20 ps.) (c) Transient absorption spectra of NDI-

m-PDI (0.12 mM) in DMF in the presence of TDAE (0.24 mM) during a 700 nm femtosecond 

laser excitation and (d) kinetic trace of ΔO.D. at 460 nm. 

 

Scheme 2-2-6 shows the molecular orbital diagrams for the intramolecular ET processes upon 

excitation of NDI
−

-electron acceptor (A), NDI
−

-NDI
−

, and NDI
−

-PDI
−

. Generally, a radical 

anion has a single electron in its highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO = SOMO), 

corresponding to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of its neutral state. In the 

case of NDI
−

*-A, one electron is excited from the HOMO-1 to HOMO (SOMO) of NDI
−

, and 

then moves to the LUMO of A (Scheme 2-2-6a). Here, the excited radical anion acts solely as an 

electron donor, which is consistent with all the previous reports.
10-18

 However, when it comes to 

the case of NDI
−

*-NDI
−

, the role of the excited radical anion (electron donor or acceptor) is 

difficult to be determined because injecting the excited electron of NDI
−

* into the SOMO of the 

counter NDI
−

 and receiving the SOMO electron from NDI
−

 at the HOMO-1 of NDI
−

* are both 

energetically possible pathways (Scheme 2-2-6b). Such duality was clearly confirmed upon 

selective NDI
−

 and PDI
−

 excitation of NDI
−

-PDI
−

 (Scheme 2-2-6c). In the particular case of 

NDI
−

-PDI
−

*, PDI
−

* worked as an electron acceptor and NDI-PDI
2−

 was preferably generated 

because of the lower second reduction potential of PDI (−0.70 V vs. SCE) than that of NDI 

(−0.99 V vs. SCE).
11

 Thus, for the first time, excited radical anion was proved to be not only an 

electron donor but also an electron acceptor by applying femtosecond laser flash photolysis to 

the bis(radical anion) of an ADI heterodimer. 
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Scheme 2-2-6. Molecular orbital diagrams for the ET processes in (a) NDI
−

*-A, (b) NDI
−

*-

NDI
−

, and (c) NDI
−

*-PDI
−

 and NDI
−

-PDI
−

*. 

 

The rate constants (kET) and driving forces (−ΔGET) for the ET processes in ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

 are 

summarized in Table 2-2-1. The −ΔGET values for intramolecular ET and BET (−ΔGintraET and 

−ΔGintraBET, respectively) were calculated according to eqs 2-2-(5-10). 

In the case of NDI
−

*-NDI
−

 or PDI
−

*-PDI
−

: 

ΔGintraET = E(ADI
−

/ADI) − E(ADI
2−

/ADI
−

) − ED1(ADI
−

*)    (2-2-5) 

ΔGintraBET = E(ADI
2−

/ADI
−

) − E(ADI
−

/ADI)      (2-2-6) 

In the case of NDI
−

*-PDI
−

: 

ΔGintraET = E(NDI
−

/NDI) − E(PDI
2−

/PDI
−

) − ED1(NDI
−

*)    (2-2-7) 

ΔGintraBET = E(PDI
2−

/PDI
−

) − E(NDI
−

/NDI)      (2-2-8) 

In the case of NDI
−

-PDI
−

*: 

ΔGintraET = E(PDI
−

/PDI) − E(PDI
2−

/PDI
−

) − ED1(PDI
−

*)     (2-2-9) 

ΔGintraBET = E(PDI
2−

/PDI
−

) − E(PDI
−

/PDI)      (2-2-10) 

where E(ADI
−

/ADI), E(ADI
2−

/ADI
−

), and ED1(ADI
−

*) represent the reduction potentials of 

ADI and ADI
−

 and the D1 state energy of ADI
−

*, respectively. In particular, the values of 
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E(NDI
−

/NDI), E(NDI
2−

/NDI
−

), E(PDI
−

/PDI), and E(PDI
2−

/PDI
−

) were applied as −0.48, −0.99, 

−0.43, and −0.70 V vs. SCE, respectively.
11 

Due to the D1 ← D0 absorption bands of NDI
−

 and 

PDI
−

 at 770 and 955 nm, respectively,
11

 the following values were used for ED1(NDI
−

*) and 

ED1(PDI
−

*): 1.61 and 1.30 eV, respectively. As shown in Table 2-2-1, the values of −ΔGintraET 

for NDI
−

*-m-NDI
−

, PDI
−

*-m-PDI
−

, NDI
−

*-m-PDI
−

, and NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

* were calculated to 

be 1.10, 1.03, 1.39, and 1.03 eV, respectively. In these dyads, efficient ET processes were 

detected, and the kintraET values tended to increase as the −ΔGintraET values increased. Figure 2-2-5 

shows the relationship between the −ΔGET and kET in ADI
−

*-A determined previously using the 

Marcus theory (weak-colored squares).
17

 We further plotted the data (strong-colored circles) 

obtained from the ET processes initiated by ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

. The −ΔGET dependence of kET 

observed in the present study can be reasonably explained by the same Marcus parabola in the 

normal region.
21-23

 The difference between the kET values from NDI
−

* and PDI
−

* is attributable 

to the energy required to form the reduced spacer and the distance between the electron donor 

and acceptor.
17

 

 

Table 2-2-1. Estimated Rate Constants (kET) and Driving Forces (−Δ ET) for Intramolecular ET 

in ADI
−

*-ADI’
−
. 

 kintraET
a

 (s
-1

) −ΔGintraET (eV) kintraBET
a
 (s

-1
) −ΔGintraBET (eV) 

NDI
−

*-m-NDI
−

 1.3 × 10
11

 1.10 1.1 × 10
10

 0.51 

PDI
−

*-m-PDI
−

 2.4 × 10
9
 1.03 < 1 × 10

9
 0.27 

NDI
−

*-m-PDI
−

 3.3 × 10
11

 1.39 < 1 × 10
9
 0.22 

NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

* 1.8 × 10
9
 1.03 < 1 × 10

9
 0.27 

a
Estimation error: < 10%. 
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Figure 2-2-5. Relationship between −ΔGET and kET in the dyads of ADI
−

*. The weak-colored 

solid and hollow squares correspond to ET and BET, respectively in ADI
−

*-A. The strong-

colored solid and hollow circles correspond to ET and BET, respectively in ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

. 

 

Since the ADI dyads can be treated as the simplest units of related polymeric or crystalline 

materials, it is worth noting that the ET processes exhibited by ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

 provide valuable 

information relating to the generation of bipolarons in the densely charged regions of organic 

semiconductors upon irradiation.
24-26

 Considering the intramolecular ET and subsequent BET 

detected in NDI
−

*-NDI
−

, PDI
−

*-PDI
−

, NDI
−

*-PDI
−

, and NDI
−

-PDI
−

*, several migration 

routes of photocarriers (e.g., NDI
−

* 
ET

→ NDI
−

 
ET

→ NDI, NDI
−

* 
ET

→ PDI
−

 
ET

→ PDI, and NDI
−

 
ET

→ 

PDI
−

* 
ET

→ PDI) can be proposed for ADI-based polymers and crystals, which are much more 

complex than the dyad systems (Scheme 2-2-7). The different kintraET observed in NDI
−

*-m-

NDI
−

 and NDI
−

*-p-NDI
−

 reflected the effect of spatial distance in a multi-molecular structure, 

revealing the possibility of additional charge transport. According to the present results, the 

kintraET obtained from NDI
−

*-m-NDI
−

 (1.3 × 10
11 

s
-1

) or NDI
−

*-m-PDI
−

 (3.3 × 10
11

 s
-1

) was 1-2 

orders of magnitude faster than the D1 → D0 deactivation of NDI
−

* (8.9 × 10
9 

s
-1

), indicating the 

facile formation of a bipolaronic state. Moreover, the photochemical performance of an interface 

is always an attractive point to be clarified when utilizing co-polymers.
27,28

 In the current study, 

the generation of the same ET products from NDI
−

*-m-PDI
−

 and NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

* suggested 
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that a directional charge transport (from NDI
−

 to PDI
−

) occurs at the interface between the 

charged NDI and PDI regions under photoirradiation. Thus, the above-mentioned findings 

successfully simulated the unique ET behaviors of the homogeneous NDI/NDI and PDI/PDI, and 

heterogeneous NDI/PDI components in various organic molecular devices and demonstrated the 

importance of the pathways from excited bis(radical anion)s. 

 

 

Scheme 2-2-7. Photocarrier migration in the densely-charged ADI components upon irradiation. 

 

Conclusions 

 

   The excited ET in densely charged ADIs was systematically investigated by femtosecond laser 

flash photolysis using a series of reduced dyads: NDI
−

-m-NDI
−

, NDI
−

-p-NDI
−

, PDI
−

-m-PDI
−

, 

and NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

. Different kintraET were observed for the generation of NDI and NDI
2−

 in 

NDI
−

*-m-NDI
−

 and NDI
−

*-p-NDI
−

. Interestingly, the duality of the excited radical anion, 

which could act as both an electron donor and acceptor, was clearly revealed upon excitation of 
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the NDI
−

 and PDI
−

 moieties in NDI
−

-PDI
−

, respectively. By applying the Marcus theory, the 

relationship between the kET and −ΔGET in ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

 could be reasonably explained. The 

results shown here provided valuable insights into the unique characteristics of ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

 as 

the effective initiators for bipolaron generation in related n-type organic semiconductors. 
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Chapter 3. Photo-Accelerated Hole Transfer in Oligothiophene 

Assemblies 

 

Abstract 

 

A new series of mesitylene-linked oligothiophenes (nT, n is the number of thiophene units), 

including 2T-M, 3T-M, 4T-M, 4T-M-2T, and 4T-M-3T, was prepared to investigate the 

intramolecular hole transfer (HT) from excited radical cation for the first time. The results of 

spectroscopic and theoretical studies indicated that mesitylene acts as a spacer minimizing the 

perturbation to the thiophene π-conjugation and increasing the stability of nT radical cations 

(nT
+

). Femtosecond laser flash photolysis was applied to 4T
+

-M, 4T
+

-M-2T, and 4T
+

-M-3T. 

Upon 670 nm laser excitation, the transient absorption spectra of 4T
+

-M showed the existence of 

two species as the D1 and D0
hot

 states. The intramolecular HT processes from excited 4T
+

 (4T
+

*) 

with the time constants of 1.6 and 0.8 ps were observed upon excitation of 4T
+

-M-2T and 4T
+

-

M-3T, respectively. This was the first capture of such ultrafast processes with the subsequent 

back HT from the ground-state 2T
+

 or 3T
+

 in nT assemblies. The current findings indicated an 

accelerated migration of photocarriers (polarons) in thiophene-based p-type semiconductor 

materials upon irradiation and provided a fresh viewpoint to understand the successive HT in 

polythiophenes for various organic molecular devices. 
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Introduction 

 

Oligothiophenes (nT, n is the number of thiophene units) and polythiophenes, which are 

among the most well-known p-type π-conjugated materials, have been used as the core 

components in various photoelectric devices such as organic photovoltaics (OPVs), organic light 

emitting diodes (OLEDs), and organic field effect transistors (OFETs).
1-6

 This is mainly due to 

two of their extraordinary characteristics: ease of oxidation and excellent charge mobility. 

Consequently, the generation of oxidized nT (nT
+

) as the photocarriers (polarons) is essential 

for their electronic and optical performances.
7,8

 With the progress of modern science and 

technology, nowadays the properties of nT and polythiophenes can be studied by molecular-level 

approaches like single-molecule electroluminescence or photoluminescence spectroscopy, which 

provides the detailed behaviors of photocarriers.
9-12

 It should be pointed out that in the case of 

polythiophenes, the positive charge is localized on the nT moieties instead of being delocalized 

on the entire polymer chains.
13,14

 Recently, theoretical simulations showed that the localized 

charge in a thiophene-containing molecular wire can be transported by stepwise hopping or 

tunneling along the π-conjugation backbone.
15

 However, the actual structures of polythiophenes 

(e.g., poly(3-alkylthiophene)) appear to have a large extent of bending and folding in their chains, 

thus making it difficult to provide a clear description of the molecular structures and direct 

observation of the charge transport.
16,17

 Therefore, the hole transfer (HT) in polythiophenes 

should have various possible pathways, and their mechanisms and kinetics should be elucidated. 

On the other hand, there is a growing interest in the studies of excited radical ions, which can 

be treated as stronger redox agents than those in the ground states.
18-22

 Previously, the properties 

of excited radical cations have been discussed on the basis of their fluorescence behaviors and 

relaxation dynamics.
23-31

 In particular, our group investigated the lifetimes of excited nT
+ 

(nT
+

*) 

obtained from the bleaching of nT
+

 absorption upon laser excitation.
32

 Furthermore, in the 

presence of a hole acceptor (A), e.g., 1-methoxynaphthalene, the intermolecular HT from nT
+

* 

was confirmed by the observation of A
+

.
32

 It is worth noting that the excited-state properties of 

nT
+

 are very important when considering the charge carrier in photoconduction for various 

thiophene-based organic molecular devices. Here, nT
+

* should be regarded as the precursors, 

not only leading to oxidative reactions, but also generating photocarriers (polarons). 
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Nevertheless, the direct information about nT
+

* and the intramolecular HT processes from them 

have not yet been reported due to the lack of proper molecular systems and analytical methods. 

Thus, in this study, 3,3'-dihexyl-2,2'-bithiophene (2T), 3,3''-dihexyl-2,2':5',2''-terthiophene 

(3T), and 3,3'''-dihexyl-2,2':5',2'':5'',2'''-quaterthiophene (4T) with a new series of their 

mesitylene-linked derivatives including 2T-M, 3T-M, 4T-M, 4T-M-2T, and 4T-M-3T were 

prepared as the target molecules (Scheme 3-1). Hexyl groups were introduced to these molecules 

to achieve a substantial solubility in organic solvents. The ground- and excited-state properties of 

mesitylene-linked nT
+

 were investigated in detail, and for the first time, ultrafast intramolecular 

HT processes from excited radical cation (4T
+

*) were observed. This was also the first capture 

of such photo-accelerated processes in nT assemblies. 

 

 

Scheme 3-1. Chemical structures of 2T, 3T, 4T, 2T-M, 3T-M, 4T-M, 4T-M-2T, and 4T-M-3T. 

 

Experimental Section 

 

Synthesis. 

3,3'-Dihexyl-5-mesityl-2,2'-bithiophene (2T-M) 

To a solution of 3,3'-dihexyl-2,2'-bithiophene (0.45 g, 1.34 mmol) in 10 mL of THF, a 1.6 M 

solution of n-BuLi in hexane (0.88 mL, 1.41 mmol) was added dropwise at -78 ºC. The solution 

was stirred for 1 h at room temperature. Afterwards the solution was cooled to -78 ºC and tri(n-
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butyl)stannyl chloride (0.48 g, 1.47 mmol) was added. The solution was stirred for 1 h at room 

temperature. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by dichloromethane, dried over 

Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. This crude product was then dissolved 

in 10 mL toluene and added dropwise to a solution of 2-bromo-1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (0.27 g, 

1.36 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (0.077 g, 0.07 mmol) and 10 mL toluene under argon. Finally the 

reaction solution was refluxed overnight. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by 

dichloromethane, dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. Further 

purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; hexane) to obtain the transparent 

oily 2T-M (0.30 g, 0.66 mmol, 49%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 7.29 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1H), 6.97 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1H), 6.94 (s, 2H), 

6.64 (s, 1H), 2.58 (m, 4H), 2.32 (s, 3H), 2.19 (s, 6H), 1.68 (m, 4H), 1.32 (m, 12H), 0.90 (m, 6H). 

 

 

Scheme 3-2. Synthesis of 2T-M. 

 

3,3''-Dihexyl-5-mesityl-2,2':5',2''-terthiophene (3T-M) 

To a solution of 3,3''-dihexyl-2,2':5',2''-terthiophene (0.57 g, 1.37 mmol) in 10 mL of THF, a 

1.6 M solution of n-BuLi in hexane (0.91 mL, 1.44 mmol) was added dropwise at -78 ºC. The 

solution was stirred for 1 h at room temperature. Afterwards the solution was cooled to -78 ºC 

and tri(n-butyl)stannyl chloride (0.49 g, 1.51 mmol) was added. The solution was stirred for 1 h 

at room temperature. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by dichloromethane, dried 

over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. This crude product was then 

dissolved in 10 mL toluene and added dropwise to a solution of 2-bromo-1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 

(0.27 g, 1.36 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (0.080 g, 0.07 mmol) and 10 mL toluene under argon. Finally the 

reaction solution was refluxed overnight. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by 

dichloromethane, dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. Further 
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purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; hexane) to obtain the yellow oily 

3T-M (0.35 g, 0.65 mmol, 48%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 7.18 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 1H), 7.08 (m, 2H), 6.95 (m, 3H), 6.62 (s, 

1H), 2.83 (m, 4H), 2.32 (s, 3H), 2.20 (s, 6H), 1.71 (m, 4H), 1.39 (m, 12H), 0.90 (m, 6H). 

 

 

Scheme 3-3. Synthesis of 3T-M. 

 

3,3'''-Dihexyl-5-mesityl-2,2':5',2'':5'',2'''-quaterthiophene (4T-M) 

To a solution of 3,3'''-dihexyl-2,2':5',2'':5'',2'''-quaterthiophene (0.46 g, 0.92 mmol) in 10 mL 

of THF, a 1.6 M solution of n-BuLi in hexane (0.60 mL, 0.97 mmol) was added dropwise at -78 

ºC. The solution was stirred for 1 h at room temperature. Afterwards the solution was cooled to -

78 ºC and tri(n-butyl)stannyl chloride (0.33 g, 1.01 mmol) was added. The solution was stirred 

for 1 h at room temperature. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by dichloromethane, 

dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. This crude product was then 

dissolved in 10 mL toluene and added dropwise to a solution of 2-bromo-1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 

(0.20 g, 1.00 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (0.053 g, 0.05 mmol) and 10 mL toluene under argon. Finally the 

reaction solution was refluxed overnight. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by 

dichloromethane, dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. Further 

purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; hexane) to obtain the yellow oily 

4T-M (0.25 g, 0.41 mmol, 45%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 7.19 (d, J = 5.3 Hz, 1H), 7.13 (d, J = 3.9 Hz, 2H), 7.04 (m, 

2H), 6.95 (m, 3H), 6.62 (s, 1H), 2.83 (m, 4H), 2.32 (s, 3H), 2.20 (s, 6H), 1.70 (m, 4H), 1.39 (m, 

12H), 0.91 (m, 6H). 
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Scheme 3-4. Synthesis of 4T-M. 

 

5-(3-Bromo-2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-3,3'-dihexyl-2,2'-bithiophene (Br-M-2T) 

To a solution of 3,3'-dihexyl-2,2'-bithiophene (0.50 g, 1.49 mmol) in 10 mL of THF, a 1.6 M 

solution of n-BuLi in hexane (0.98 mL, 1.56 mmol) was added dropwise at -78 ºC. The solution 

was stirred for 1 h at room temperature. Afterwards the solution was cooled to -78 ºC and tri(n-

butyl)stannyl chloride (0.53 g, 1.63 mmol) was added. The solution was stirred for 1 h at room 

temperature. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by dichloromethane, dried over 

Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. This crude product was then dissolved 

in 10 mL toluene and added dropwise to a solution of 2,4-dibromo-1,3,5- trimethylbenzene (0.41 

g, 1.49 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (0.086 g, 0.07 mmol) and 10 mL toluene under argon. Finally the 

reaction solution was refluxed overnight. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by 

dichloromethane, dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. Further 

purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; hexane) to obtain the transparent 

oily Br-M-2T (0.40 g, 0.75 mmol, 50%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 7.29 (m, 1H), 7.02 (s, 1H), 6.97 (m, 1H), 6.63 (s, 1H), 2.58 (m, 

4H), 2.42 (s, 3H), 2.32 (s, 3H), 2.13 (s, 3H), 1.65 (m, 4H), 1.34 (m, 12H), 0.90 (m, 6H). 

 

 

Scheme 3-5. Synthesis of Br-M-2T. 
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5-(3-(3,3'-Dihexyl-[2,2'-bithiophen]-5-yl)-2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-3,3'''-dihexyl-2,2':5', 

2'':5'',2'''-quaterthiophene (4T-M-2T) 

To a solution of 3,3'''-dihexyl-2,2':5',2'':5'',2'''-quaterthiophene (0.37 g, 0.75 mmol) in 10 mL 

of THF, a 1.6 M solution of n-BuLi in hexane (0.49 mL, 0.79 mmol) was added dropwise at -78 

ºC. The solution was stirred for 1 h at room temperature. Afterwards the solution was cooled to -

78 ºC and tri(n-butyl)stannyl chloride (0.27 g, 0.83 mmol) was added. The solution was stirred 

for 1 h at room temperature. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by dichloromethane, 

dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. This crude product was then 

dissolved in 10 mL toluene and added dropwise to a solution of Br-M-2T (0.40 g, 0.75 mmol), 

Pd(PPh3)4 (0.043 g, 0.04 mmol) and 10 mL toluene under argon. Finally the reaction solution 

was refluxed overnight. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by dichloromethane, 

dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. Further purification was 

carried by column chromatography (silica gel; hexane) to obtain the yellow oily 4T-M-2T (0.30 

g, 0.32 mmol, 43%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 7.29 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H), 7.19 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H), 7.14 (d, J = 

3.7 Hz, 2H), 7.06 (m, 3H), 6.97 (m, 2H), 6.67 (m, 2H), 2.84 (m, 6H), 2.58 (m, 4H), 2.23 (s, 6H), 

2.09 (s, 3H), 1.72 (m, 6H), 1.39 (m, 24H), 0.90 (m, 12H). FAB MS: calcd. 948.40, found 949 

(M+1). 

 

 

Scheme 3-6. Synthesis of 4T-M-2T. 

 

5-(3-Bromo-2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-3,3''-dihexyl-2,2':5',2''-terthiophene (Br-M-3T) 

To a solution of 3,3''-dihexyl-2,2':5',2''-terthiophene (0.42 g, 1.01 mmol) in 10 mL of THF, a 

1.6 M solution of n-BuLi in hexane (0.66 mL, 1.06 mmol) was added dropwise at -78 ºC. The 

solution was stirred for 1 h at room temperature. Afterwards the solution was cooled to -78 ºC 
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and tri(n-butyl)stannyl chloride (0.36 g, 1.11 mmol) was added. The solution was stirred for 1 h 

at room temperature. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by dichloromethane, dried 

over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. This crude product was then 

dissolved in 10 mL toluene and added dropwise to a solution of 2,4-dibromo-1,3,5- 

trimethylbenzene (0.28 g, 1.01 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (0.058 g, 0.05 mmol) and 10 mL toluene under 

argon. Finally the reaction solution was refluxed overnight. Afterwards the reaction solution was 

extracted by dichloromethane, dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude 

product. Further purification was carried by column chromatography (silica gel; hexane) to 

obtain the yellow oily Br-M-3T (0.40 g, 0.65 mmol, 64%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 7.19 (d, J = 5.3 Hz, 1H), 7.08 (m, 2H), 7.02 (s, 1H), 6.95 (d, J 

= 5.3 Hz, 1H), 6.61 (s, 1H), 2.83 (m, 4H), 2.42 (s, 3H), 2.32 (s, 3H), 2.14 (s, 3H), 1.71 (m, 4H), 

1.38 (m, 12H), 0.90 (m, 6H). 

 

 

Scheme 3-7. Synthesis of Br-M-3T. 

 

4-(3-(3,3''-Dihexyl-[2,2':5',2''-terthiophen]-5-yl)-2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-3,3'''-dihexyl-

2,2':5',2'':5'',2'''-quaterthiophene (4T-M-3T) 

To a solution of 3,3'''-dihexyl-2,2':5',2'':5'',2'''-quaterthiophene (0.32 g, 0.64 mmol) in 10 mL 

of THF, a 1.6 M solution of n-BuLi in hexane (0.38 mL, 0.65 mmol) was added dropwise at -78 

ºC. The solution was stirred for 1 h at room temperature. Afterwards the solution was cooled to -

78 ºC and tri(n-butyl)stannyl chloride (0.23 g, 0.71 mmol) was added. The solution was stirred 

for 1 h at room temperature. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by dichloromethane, 

dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. This crude product was then 

dissolved in 10 mL toluene and added dropwise to a solution of Br-M-3T (0.40 g, 0.65 mmol), 

Pd(PPh3)4 (0.035 g, 0.03 mmol) and 10 mL toluene under argon. Finally the reaction solution 

was refluxed overnight. Afterwards the reaction solution was extracted by dichloromethane, 
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dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated in vacuo to give a crude product. Further purification was 

carried by column chromatography (silica gel; hexane/dichloromethane (10:1, v/v)) to obtain the 

yellow oily 4T-M-3T (0.30 g, 0.29 mmol, 45%). 

1
H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ 7.19 (m, 2H), 7.14 (d, J = 3.9 Hz, 2H), 7.08 (m, 5H), 6.95 (d, J 

= 5.3 Hz, 2H), 6.66 (s, 2H), 2.84 (m, 8H), 2.23 (s, 6H), 2.10 (s, 3H), 1.72 (m, 8H), 1.39 (m, 24H), 

0.90 (m, 12H). FAB MS: calcd. 1030.38, found 1031 (M+1). 

 

 

Scheme 3-8. Synthesis of 4T-M-3T. 

 

Materials. 2T, 3T, and 4T were synthesized according to the reported procedures.
33

 2T-M, 

3T-M, 4T-M, 4T-M-2T, and 4T-M-3T were synthesized as described above. 1,2-Dichloroethane 

(DCE) was used as the solvent for spectroscopic measurements. Anhydrous powder of iron (III) 

chloride (FeCl3) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

 

Apparatus. Steady-state absorption spectra were measured using a Shimadzu UV-3600 UV-

vis-NIR spectrometer.  ransient absorption spectra during the femtosecond laser flash photolysis 

were measured as described previously.
34

 In this study, the samples were excited by a 670 or 

1120 nm femtosecond laser pulse (130 fs fwhm, 5 μJ per pulse). 

 

  Theoretical Calculations. The optimized structures of the molecules in this study were 

estimated using density functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. The excitation 

energies for nT
+

* were calculated using the time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) at the 

(U)B3LYP/6-31G(d) level, including the solvent effect using the SCRF(CPCM) method. All the 
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theoretical calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 package.
35

 It was confirmed that 

the estimated structures did not exhibit imaginary frequencies. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 3-1 shows the absorption spectra of 2T, 3T, 4T, 2T-M, 3T-M, 4T-M, 4T-M-2T, and 

4T-M-3T in DCE. The dashed lines show the superpositions, i.e., 4T + 2T and 4T + 3T. It is 

notable that the absorption maxima (λ
Abs.

max) of nT-M shifted to the slightly longer wavelength 

than those of nT with almost the same molar absorption coefficient maxima (εmax) (Figure 3-1a). 

Similarly, the absorption spectrum of 4T-M-2T showed a slightly red-shifted peak with almost 

the same εmax when compared to the superposition of 2T and 4T (Figure 3-1b). This trend was 

also confirmed in 4T-M-3T. Previously, it was reported that a dyad system consisted of two 2Ts 

linked by a phenyl ring showed a significant red-shift in λ
Abs.

max and increase in εmax, suggesting a 

strongly conjugated network between two 2Ts through the phenyl ring.
36

 However, in the cases 

of 4T-M-2T and 4T-M-3T, the conjugation of 4T and 2T (or 3T) through the mesitylene group is 

highly suppressed because of the perpendicular conformation between nT and mesitylene caused 

by the steric effect of the methyl groups. To obtain further insight on this point, DFT calculations 

were carried out to estimate the structure of 4T-M-3T as well as its highest occupied molecular 

orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) surfaces. The calculation 

results are shown in Figure 3-2, in which the hexyl substituents were simplified to the methyl 

substituents. It was found that the dihedral angles between mesitylene and linked nT are in the 

range of 84.3−84.9, i.e., almost perpendicular. Moreover, the HOMO and LUMO of 4T-M-3T 

are mainly localized on the 4T moiety. The theoretical results are consistent with the above-

mentioned absorption spectra, indicating that the mesitylene group can connect different nT 

moieties without a strong perturbation to their π-conjugation systems. 
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Figure 3-1. Absorption spectra of 2T, 3T, 4T, 2T-M, 3T-M, 4T-M, 4T-M-2T, and 4T-M-3T in 

DCE. Dashed lines indicate the added absorptions of 4T + 2T and 4T + 3T. 

 

 

Figure 3-2. HOMO (left) and LUMO (right) surfaces for 4T-M-3T. (Hexyl groups were replaced 

by methyl groups for simplifying the calculations.) 

 

Figure 3-3 shows the absorption spectra of 4T, 4T-M, 4T-M-2T, and 4T-M-3T with varied 

concentrations of FeCl3 in DCE. In the case of 4T (Figure 3-3a), with the addition of FeCl3 as an 

oxidizing reagent,
37,38

 the absorbance of 4T showed a decrease, and two absorption peaks 

attributable to 4T
+

 were detected in the visible (660 nm) and near-infrared (1080 nm) regions. 

However, by further increasing the concentration of FeCl3, extra signals located at the longer 

wavelength sides of 4T
+

 peaks were observed in the spectra. These signals can be assigned to 

4T
2+

, resulting from the non-stepwisely oxidized 4T
+

 (e.g., disproportionation of 4T
+

).
37

 On the 

other hand, in the case of 4T-M (Figure 3-3b), with the addition of FeCl3, the absorbance of 4T-
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M decreased, and new absorption peaks at 670 and 1120 nm appeared, indicating the production 

of 4T
+

-M. By increasing the FeCl3 concentration, the absorbance of 4T
+

-M showed a further 

increase and no signals from the dication species were detected in the spectra. Similar 

phenomena were also confirmed in the cases of 4T-M-2T and 4T-M-3T, indicating that the 4T 

moiety in these dyads was selectively oxidized by FeCl3 (Figures 3-3c, d). Thus, it was found 

that the linkage by the mesitylene group significantly improved the stability of 4T
+

, which is 

essential for the subsequent laser flash photolysis. This finding can be attributed to the electron-

donating nature of the mesitylene group that reduces the positive charge density on the thiophene 

units, thus lowering the reactivity of 4T
+

.
39

 

Moreover, during the oxidation of 2T/3T, only the signals of disproportionately produced 

dication species were detected (Figures 3-4a, c); whereas in the case of 2T-M/3T-M, first the 

absorption of 2T
+

-M/3T
+

-M and then the additional signals of 2T
2+

-M/3T
2+

-M were observed 

in the spectra with an increase in the FeCl3 concentration (Figures 3-4b, d). Here, the stabilizing 

effect of mesitylene was proved again. The information of 2T
+

-M and 3T
+

-M (Table 3-1) is 

necessary for analyzing the transient absorption spectra of 4T
+

-M-2T and 4T
+

-M-3T. 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Absorption spectra of 4T (0.15 mM), 4T-M (0.15 mM), 4T-M-2T (0.15 mM), and 

4T-M-3T (0.15 mM) with varied concentration of FeCl3 (0-0.36 mM) in DCE. 
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Figure 3-4. Absorption spectra of 2T (0.45 mM), 2T-M (0.45 mM), 3T (0.15 mM), and 3T-M 

(0.15 mM) with varied concentration of FeCl3 (0−0.24 mM) in DCE. 

 

Table 3-1. Absorption Peak Positions of nT in Neutral and Oxidized States Observed by FeCl3 

Oxidation. 

 λ
Abs.

max (nT) (nm) λ
Abs.

max (nT
+

) (nm) λ
Abs.

max (nT
2+

) (nm) 

2T < 300 -
a
 695, ~1215 

2T-M < 300 450, ~860 675, ~1118 

3T 340 -
a
 777 

3T-M 350 590, ~908 806, ~1123 

4T 380 658, 1075 832 

4T-M 388 673, 1118 -
a
 

4T-M-2T 388 673, 1118 -
a
 

4T-M-3T 374 673, 1118 -
a
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a
Not observed. 

 

Figure 3-5a shows the transient absorption spectra of 4T
+

-M during the laser flash photolysis 

using a 670 nm femtosecond laser excitation. The spectrum recorded at 0.6 ps after the laser 

excitation showed a 430 nm-peaked positive band with a shoulder at 510 nm and a negative band 

at >565 nm, corresponding to the generation of 4T
+

*-M and bleaching of 4T
+

-M, respectively. 

By increasing the delay time, the positive band decreased and the negative band showed a 

recovery, suggesting the deactivation process from 4T
+

*-M to 4T
+

-M. As indicated in Figure 3-

5b, the dynamics of 4T
+

*-M were analyzed by global fitting assuming a double exponential 

function to the positive band. This resulted in a 430 nm-maximized major species with a decay 

constant of 4.8 × 10
11

 s
-1

 (2.1 ps) and a 510 nm-maximized minor species with a decay constant 

of 5.9 × 10
10

 s
-1 

(17 ps). To assign these two species, the transient absorption spectra of 4T
+

-M 

were also taken using an 1120 nm excitation, and only the 430 nm-peaked positive band without 

a shoulder was observed (Figure 3-6). It should be mentioned that according to the excitation 

energies obtained by the TD-DFT calculations (Table 3-2), the 670 and 1120 nm laser pulses 

initially excited 4T
+

-M to the D2 and D1 states, respectively. Therefore, the decay of the 430 

nm-peaked band with a lifetime of 2.1 ps can be attributed to the D1−D0 internal conversion, 

whereas the decay of the 510 nm-peaked band with a lifetime of 17 ps is attributable to the 

relaxation of 4T
+

-M in the vibrationally hot ground  state (D0
hot

), which was probably originated 

from the excess energy deposited on a small portion of the sample solution. In addition, the 

internal conversion from the D2 state was too rapid to be detected. 
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Figure 3-5. (a) Transient absorption spectra of 4T-M (0.15 mM) in DCE with the presence of 

FeCl3 (0.30 mM) during a 670 nm femtosecond laser excitation. (b) Decay-associated spectra 

obtained by global fitting assuming a double exponential function to the positive band in Figure 

3-5a. 

 

 

Figure 3-6. Transient absorption spectra of 4T-M (0.15 mM) in DCE with the presence of FeCl3 

(0.30 mM) during an 1120 nm femtosecond laser excitation. 

 

Table 3-2. Calculated Transition Energies (E), Oscillator Strength (f), and Relative Contribution 

of Excited State Configuration of 4T Radical Cation (C2h Symmetry). 

 Calcd. E (eV) f Relative contribution of excited state configuration
a
 

Excited state 1 1.323 0.281 0.91(H-1(β) → H(β)) − 0.41(H(α) → L(α)) 

Excited state 2 2.060 1.352 0.86(H(α) → L(α)) 

Excited state 3 2.160 0.000 0.92(H-2(β) → H(β)) 

Excited state 4 2.202 0.009 0.97(H-3(β) → H(β)) 

a
Relative contribution larger than 0.3 is indicated. H and L indicate HOMO and LUMO, 

respectively. 
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Figure 3-7a shows the transient absorption spectra of 4T
+

-M-2T during the laser flash 

photolysis using a 670 nm femtosecond laser excitation. The spectrum recorded at 0.4 ps after 

the laser excitation indicates the generation of 4T
+

*-M-2T, whereas the positive peak was 

relatively broadened compared to the case of 4T
+

*-M. The kinetics were analyzed by global 

fitting assuming a double exponential function to the positive band (Figure 3-7b), providing a 

440 nm-peaked species with a decay constant of 1.1 × 10
12

 s
-1

 (0.9 ps) and a 450 nm-peaked 

species with a decay constant of 2.5 × 10
11

 s
-1

 (4 ps). The former species is assigned to 4T
+

*-M-

2T, whereas the latter species is assignable to 4T-M-2T
+

 when considering the absorption of 

2T
+

-M. These observations suggested an intramolecular HT process from 4T
+

* to 2T as 

indicated in eq 3-1. 

4T
+

*-M-2T 
 intra  
→     4T-M-2T

+        
(3-1) 

The intramolecular HT rate constant (kintraHT) was calculated to be 6.3 × 10
11

 s
-1

 (1.6 ps) by 

taking the D1 → D0 deactivation process into account. With further increase in the delay time, the 

positive band continuously decreased, whereas the negative band showed a recovery, suggesting 

a back HT (BHT) process from 2T
+

 to 4T as indicated in eq 3-2. 

4T-M-2T
+

 
 intra   
→      4T

+
-M-2T        (3-2) 

The intramolecular BHT rate constant (kintraBHT) was 2.5 × 10
11

 s
-1

 (4 ps) as obtained from the 

decay of 4T-M-2T
+

. The same intramolecular HT and BHT were also confirmed using an 1120 

nm femtosecond laser (Figure 3-8). 

 

 

Figure 3-7. (a) Transient absorption spectra of 4T-M-2T (0.15 mM) in DCE with the presence of 

FeCl3 (0.30 mM) during a 670 nm femtosecond laser excitation. (b) Decay-associated spectra 
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obtained by global fitting assuming a double exponential function to the positive band in Figure 

3-7a. 

 

 

Figure 3-8. Transient absorption spectra of 4T-M-2T (0.15 mM) in DCE with the presence of 

FeCl3 (0.30 mM) during an 1120 nm femtosecond laser excitation. 

 

Figures 3-9a,b show the transient absorption spectra of 4T
+

-M-3T and the decay-associated 

spectra. The deactivation of 4T
+

*-M-3T and appearance of 4T-M-3T
+

 indicated the 

intramolecular HT process from 4T
+

* to 3T (eq 3-3), whereas the decay of 4T-M-3T
+

 indicated 

the BHT process (eq 3-4). 

4T
+

*-M-3T 
 intra  
→     4T-M-3T

+
        (3-3) 

4T-M-3T
+

 
 intra   
→      4T

+
-M-3T        (3-4) 

The kintraHT was calculated to be 1.3 × 10
12

 s
-1

 (0.8 ps) by taking into account the D1 → D0 

deactivation process. The kintraBHT could not be obtained because of the overlapped absorption of 

4T
+

* (D0
hot

 state) and 3T
+ 

(D0 state). The same phenomena were also observed using the 1120 

nm excitation (Figure 3-10). Thus, ultrafast intramolecular HT from excited radical cation within 

a timescale of 1−2 ps has been clearly confirmed upon 4T
+

 excitation of 4T
+

-M-2T and 4T
+

-

M-3T. 
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Figure 3-9. (a) Transient absorption spectra of 4T-M-3T (0.15 mM) in DCE with the presence of 

FeCl3 (0.30 mM) during a 670 nm femtosecond laser excitation. (b) Decay-associated spectra 

obtained by global fitting assuming a double exponential function to the positive band in Figure 

3-9a. 

 

 

Figure 3-10. Transient absorption spectra of 4T-M-3T (0.15 mM) in DCE with the presence of 

FeCl3 (0.30 mM) during an 1120 nm femtosecond laser excitation. 

 

The rate constants and driving forces for the intramolecular HT processes from 4T
+

*
 
are 

summarized in Table 3-3. The driving forces for HT and BHT (−ΔGintraHT and −ΔGintraBHT) were 

calculated using eqs 3-5 and 3-6. 

ΔGintraHT = −E(4T
+

-M/4T-M) + E(A
+

/A) − ED1 (4T
+

*-M)    (3-5) 

ΔGintraBHT = −E(A
+

/A) + E(4T
+

-M/4T-M)      (3-6) 
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where E(4T
+

-M/4T-M), E(A
+

/A), and ED1 (4T
+

*-M) are the oxidation potential of 4T-M, 

oxidation potential of the hole acceptor, and D1 state energy of 4T
+

*-M, respectively. Due to the 

D1 ← D0 absorption band of 4T
+

-M at 1120 nm, 1.1 eV of ED1(4T
+

*-M) was used in this study. 

As shown in Table 3-3, the −ΔGintraHT values for 4T
+

*-M-2T and 4T
+

*-M-3T were calculated to 

be 0.8 and 1.0 eV, respectively. In these dyads, intramolecular HT processes were observed, and 

the kintraHT became larger with an increase in the −ΔGintraHT. Thus, it was suggested that 

exothermicity increases the intramolecular HT rate from excited radical cation as expected for 

the reactions in the Marcus normal region.
40-42

 

 

Table 3-3. Rate Constants (kintraHT and kintraBHT) and Driving Forces (−ΔGintraHT and −ΔGintraBHT) 

for Intramolecular HT Processes from 4T
+

*. 

 kintraHT
a
 (s

-1
) −ΔGintraHT (eV) kintraBHT

a
 (s

-1
) −ΔGintraBHT (eV) 

4T
+

*-M-2T 6.3 × 10
11

 0.8 2.5 × 10
11

 0.3 

4T
+

*-M-3T 1.3 × 10
12

 1.0 -
b
 0.1 

a
Estimation error: < 10%. 

b
Not obtained. 

 

Notably, the dyad systems in this study were designed to effectively capture the unique 

intramolecular HT between different nT moieties. To achieve this goal, the energy levels of the 

ground- and excited states of nT
+

 have been considered. According to the current data and 

reported studies,
37,43

 the oxidation potentials of 2T, 3T, 4T, 5T, and 6T are 1.3, 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, and 

0.8 V vs. Ag/Ag
+
, respectively, and the ΔE of D1−D0 transitions are 1.4, 1.3, 1.1, 0.9, and 0.8 eV, 

respectively (Scheme 3-9). Previously, we found that the intermolecular HT from 5T
+

* was 

relatively inefficient, probably because of its lower D1 state energy level.
32

 A similar 

consideration can also be applied to the case of 6T
+

*. Additionally, the larger dyad system (e.g., 

5T-M-4T or 6T-M-5T) usually exhibits a poor solubility in organic solvents, causing difficulty in 

synthesis and spectroscopic measurements. In the cases of 2T
+

* and 3T
+

*, the candidate nT as 

the hole acceptors are almost nonexistent although the driving forces may be favorable. 

Moreover, the producing of 2T
+

* and 3T
+

* is a ticklish problem due to the instability of 2T
+
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and 3T
+

, as described in the chemical oxidation part. On the basis of all these reasons, here we 

prepared 4T
+

*-M-2T and 4T
+

*-M-3T as the key targets. 

 

 

Scheme 3-9. Energetic scheme for ground- and excited states of different nT
+

. 

 

Generally, nT and their singlet/triplet excited species were applied as the hole acceptors during 

the intramolecular charge separation and recombination.
44-46

 However, by adding an additional 

excitation energy to nT
+

, we have shown here that nT
+

* can be treated as the hole donors to 

initiate the intramolecular oxidation that cannot be expected in their neutral states. Furthermore, 

the present HT processes are closely related to the charged-carrier migration phenomena 

observed in p-type semiconductor materials, since nT can be regarded as the simplest units of 

conductive thiophene-based materials. The photoinduced HT and rate in 4T
+

-M-2T and 4T
+

-M-

3T correspond to the photocarrier (i.e., polaron) migration and mobility, respectively, in the 

charged polythiophenes upon irradiation.
47-49

 According to the current results, the HT rate (1.6 or 

0.8 ps) is faster than the deactivation rate (2.1 ps), suggesting a prompt and effective polaron 

migration immediately after the production of nT
+

*. In addition, the subsequent BHT processes 

shown here (4T-M-2T
+

 →  4T
+

-M-2T and 4T-M-3T
+

 →  4T
+

-M-3T) also gave a direct 

observation for the HT between the ground-state nTs in the clear structures. This indicates the 

possibility of further charge transport (e.g., interchain HT) between the nT segments in 
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polythiophenes,
50,51

 which are far more complex than dyad molecules. The successive HT 

dynamics are shown in Scheme 3-10. 

Interestingly, the hole mobility (μ) from 4T
+

* in this study can be estimated to be 0.5 cm
2
V

-

1
s

-1
 using the equation, μ = eD/kT, where e is the elementary charge, D is the time-dependent 

diffusion coefficient (D = d
2
/2t, d is the center-to-center distance between the hole donor and 

acceptor; t is the kHT
-1

), k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature.
52

 On the other 

hand, the μ from 2T
+

 or 3T
+

 was evaluated to be a lower value of 0.1 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
, which agrees 

with the reported cases for highly regioregulated thiophene materials in the ground states.
50,53

 

Thus, this study has provided a completely different viewpoint to understand the HT behaviors 

of oligo- and polythiophenes in various organic molecular devices and clearly exhibited the 

importance of new pathways from nT
+

*. 

 

 

Scheme 3-10. Photocarriers migrated from nT
+

* in polythiophenes. 

 

Conclusions 

 

    The intramolecular HT from excited radical cation was investigated for the first time using a 

new series of mesitylene-linked nT. The use of mesitylene as a spacer realized a minimized π-

conjugation with nT and an increased stability of nT
+

. An analysis of the transient absorption 
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spectra of 4T
+

-M upon 670 nm excitation showed the existence of two species as the D1 and 

D0
hot 

states. Photo-accelerated intramolecular HT with the subsequent BHT processes were 

confirmed in 4T
+

*-M-2T and 4T
+

*-M-3T. This was the first capture of such successive HT by 

applying femtosecond laser flash photolysis to the charged nT assemblies. The results shown 

here have provided valuable insights into the unique characteristics of nT
+

* as not only the hole 

donors, but also the initiators for rapid photocarrier generation in related p-type organic 

semiconductors. 
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General Conclusion 

 

Throughout this dissertation, the ground- and excited-state properties of radical ions were 

systematically examined by intermolecular charge recombination and intramolecular electron 

transfer (ET) (or hole transfer (HT)) processes using nanosecond pulse radiolysis and 

femtosecond laser flash photolysis, respectively. 

In Chapter 1, three bis(diarylamino)dihydro-indenoindenes (R-DI) were investigated by 

nanosecond pulse radiolysis to observe the absorption spectra of their corresponding radical 

cations (R-DI
+) and anions (R-DI

−
). It was suggested that the positive charge is mainly 

localized on the triphenylamine (TPA) moiety of R-DI
+, whereas the negative charge is 

localized on the trans-stilbene moiety of R-DI
−
. All R-DI showed emission with nanosecond 

lifetimes during the pulse radiolysis in benzene. The observed emission was considered to be 

derived from the direct singlet excited state (
1
R-DI*) generation by the charge recombination 

between the ground-state R-DI
+ and R-DI

−
.  

In Chapter 2-1, several reduced dyad molecules were investigated by femtosecond laser flash 

photolysis to observe the intramolecular ET processes from excited perylenediimide radical 

anion (PDI
−

*) for the first time. It was found that efficient intramolecular ET occurred in 

PDI
−

*-pyromellitimide (PI) and PDI
−

*-naphthalenediimide (NDI) because of the sufficient 

driving forces. In particular, PDI
−

*-PDI and PDI
−

*-PDI
−

 exhibited quite different ET 

pathways. By applying the Marcus theory to the dyad systems of NDI
−

* and PDI
−

*, the ET rate 

constant (kET) difference could be reasonably explained. 

In Chapter 2-2, the ET in densely charged aromatic diimides (ADIs) upon excitation was 

systematically investigated by femtosecond laser flash photolysis using a series of reduced dyads: 

NDI
−

-m-NDI
−

, NDI
−

-p-NDI
−

, PDI
−

-m-PDI
−

, and NDI
−

-m-PDI
−

 (m and p indicate the 

substitution positions). Different kET were observed for the generation of NDI and NDI
2−

 in 

NDI
−

*-m-NDI
−

 and NDI
−

*-p-NDI
−

. Interestingly, the duality of the excited radical anion, 

which could act as both an electron donor and acceptor, was clearly revealed upon excitation of 
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the NDI
−

 and PDI
−

 moieties in NDI
−

-PDI
−

, respectively. By applying the Marcus theory, the 

relationship between the kET and driving forces in ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

 could be reasonably explained.  

In Chapter 3, the intramolecular HT from excited radical cation was investigated for the first 

time using a new series of mesitylene-linked oligothiophenes (nT, n is the number of thiophene 

units). The use of mesitylene as a spacer realized a minimized π-conjugation with nT and an 

increased stability of nT
+

. An analysis of the transient absorption spectra of 4T
+

-M upon 670 

nm excitation showed the existence of two species as the D1 and D0
hot 

states. Photo-accelerated 

intramolecular HT with the subsequent back HT processes were confirmed in 4T
+

*-M-2T and 

4T
+

*-M-3T. This was the first capture of such successive HT by applying femtosecond laser 

flash photolysis to the charged nT assemblies. 

To conclude, the results shown in Chapter 1 indicated the important functions of the ground-

state radical ions in emission mechanism of R-DI as new candidates for organic light-emitting 

diodes (OLEDs); the results shown in Chapter 2 provided valuable insights into the unique 

characteristics of PDI
−

* and ADI
−

*-ADI’
−

 as the effective initiators for photocarrier (polaron 

and bipolaron) generation in related n-type semiconductor materials; the results shown in 

Chapter 3 gave a perspective on the distinctive nature of nT
+

* as not only the hole donors, but 

also the initiators for rapid photocarrier generation in related p-type organic semiconductors. 

Thus, this dissertation unambiguously revealed the novel aspects (e.g., charge transport 

behaviors) of both n-type and p-type organic materials relating to the crucial roles of ground- and 

excited-state radical anions and cations. 
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